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conceive of a State, a signatory to that require time as well as tenacity and toil
Pact, standing by passively, a spectator on the part of all the appointed leaders
of its violation, standing in the way, for of men. It is therefore step by step that
example, of a blockade organised against we shall advance towards security, and step
an aggressor State, against a criminal State, by step that we shall achieve disarmament.
or again, allowing that criminal aggressor We have this year to attempt to solve
State to come to it for material and sup- important problems of economics and poli-
plies ? That is a very striking idea, an idea tics. An acute depression is weighing upon
deserving of the most thorough examina- the budgets of the various States, disor-
tion, based as it is on the conception of ganising credit and crippling enterprise.
co-operation by every other State against On every hand we may observe the erection
a State that violates its undertakings. of tariff barriers impeding the flow of trade,
The principle is a just one: it forms the very and, by an extraordinary paradox, at the
basis of the League. very moment of our meeting here to attempt

We are prepared also to examine in a the organisation of political peace men are
liberal and sympathetic spirit any proposals organising economic war.
that might tend to strengthen the League's
authority, to give a wider scope to joint This is what a French publicist, M. Lucien
action and render such action more effectual. Bomier, wrote the other day in the Temps:
To define the aggressor adequately, as the "The new warfare is before our eyes;
French delegation proposes, would certainly the weapons with which t is fought are
be a big step forward. economic and financial, and States, without

Undoubtedly the solution we are seeking resorting to machine-guns or submarines,
for the problems of arbitration and co- and while alleging self-defence, seek to
operation would do much to promote strike at each other's most vital resources
disarmament, and the reduction of arma- and strength and even at the individual
ments would in itself serve to relieve the well-being of each other's nationals."
tension and ease the present situation. To this disorder in our trade relations
But material disarmament, we have to must be added the disorder reigning in
admit, is possible only in terms of moral the minds of men. The most absurd, the
disarmament. The organisation of peace most alarming, the most pernicious rumours
is not only a political and juridical are in the air. Irritating remarks are made
undertaking; it is in the nature of a major and at once caught up and repeated on
psychological operation. every hand. The atmosphere is one of

Petitions have been submitted to us mingled uneasiness and uncertainty, and
bearing thousands of signatures, and some obviously such a state of mental agitation
of those petitions were almost in the nature and material paralysis cannot continue
of a threat. "Peace!" is the cry that assails without danger.
us, a cry which admits of no misunder- We are met together here to speak in
standing. But elsewhere cries of rage are the nae of all the nations. Our duty is
heard, appeals to violence; and fear, boldly to face our appointed task, to seek
mistrust and passion have their say. And rational and practical solutions and, above
then, too there are the memories of the past! all, to give the public, which on every

The reign of peace and order is esta- hand is attentive to our words and deeds,
blished in the civilised society of to-day. the impression of a strong will to concord
Crimes and offences bring judgment and and peace. Thus only shall we succeed
penalties in their train, and people live in in re-establishing sanity of outlook, res-
security. But that security which attaches toring economic activity andreviving waning
to our civil life is based on other guarantees confidence. In this task, no nation can
than laws and judges and police. It is succeed unaided. No nation can live by
based on a kind of social contract, a con- and for itself. Co-operation and the applica-
tract accepted and recognised by all. ation of moral laws to international relations:
We live and have our being in an atmos- these are the only means by which we
phere of mutual confidence. WVe know thfat shall succeed in saving civilisation and the
the belongings and lives of our neighbours world
and of those with whom we rub shoulders
in the street are inviolable. Security, in The President. - M. Maxime Litvinoff,
short, is a matter of social habit. Commissary for Foreign Affairs, delegate of

It is, of course, necessary that such the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
habits and customs should take root in will address the Conference.
the life of the peoples, that they should M. Litvinoff (Union of Soviet Socialist
be imbued with respect for international Republics). - Our President and previous
law, and that nations no less than individuals speakers have told us that this Conference
should realise the existence of a higher has no precedent, and no one will disagree
code and accept its rules. These rules with this. It is without precedent, not only
are that justice must not be self-administered on account of the number of States repre-
and that the only valid force is the force sented, but also- and principally--on
of right. account of the vast demands made upon it

It is our duty to advance towards this by humanity, and the enormous importance
higher state of civilisation; but that will of its outcome, whatever this may be.
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This Conference meets as the result of other States. Once war is excluded as an
long - we think, too long - preliminary instrument of national policy, the Soviet
work. But this preliminary stage is now Government sees no need for maintaining
over. We are now face to face with the armies or navies and other armed forces and,
problem of disarmament, which demands a on its first appearance at an international
practical solution without further delays or conference - at Genoa, ten years ago - it
temporising, without digression for the proposed total general disarmament as the
study of continually arising preliminary only way of putting an end to war. It
conditions. renewed this proposal as soon as it was

invited to take part in the work of the

The foundations of this Conference were Preparatory Commission for Disarmament.
laid during the great war, also an event In making this proposal, my Government
without precedent, both as to its scope and took into consideration the demands and
consequences. For the first time in history, claims of the peoples hroughout the world,
the peoples have been drawn in theirthe peoples have been drawn in their as well as the spirit of its own people.
millions into the battlefield; indeed, in
some countries almost the whole male
population was mobilised, and the corre- In the Preparatory Commission, the
lation of class forces and social-political Soviet delegation urged the speediest pos-
factors was very different from that in sible realiation of its proposal. At the
former wars. same time, we pointed out the imminent

danger of new wars and that the only means
In the very thick of the war, the voice of of averting this danger, under the economic

protest against war made itself heard and system prevailing in most countries, would
the cry " war on war " was raised. The war be total disarmament, and that no treaties,
itself could only be kept going, and millions pacts, protocols or international organisa-
of victims engulfed, by calling it "the last tions could create real security for all
war ". nations. Our point of view was disputed in

the Commission. Our warnings as to the
Yet, the whole history of international imminent possibility of new wars were ridi-

relations since this so-called "last war" culed. We were accused of pessimism and
has been marked by a steady and systematic of exaggerating the danger. We were told
increase in the armed forces of all States that it was "security" that was required,
and by a colossal increase in the burden of and that this security could be achieved
militarism. by a system of treaties, protocols and other

international undertakings suggested by the

The creation of the League of Nation League of Nations, and that there was no
itself and Article 8 of its Covenant, already hurry about disarmament.
referred to by several speakers, were nothing
but a faint tribute to popular demands for
the fulfilment of the promises given by the Only a few years have passed since this
Governments that the great war should controversy, and what do we see now?
indeed be the " last war ", to the demands of The Disarmament Conference had to begin
the masses of the workers, grown more to the accompaniment of the distant rum-
enlightened and beginning to take a direct bling of cannon and the explosions of bombs
part in political life. In the years ensuing from the air. Two States, mutually bound
on the war - years of universal impoverish- by the League of Nations Covenant, and
ment, of the healing of wounds, both on the the Paris Pact of 1928, have been in a
part of the defeated and the victorious - the state of war, de facto if not de jure, for five
popular clamour for the abolition of war months. No war may as yet have been
increased, and cannot, in the opinion of the registered with a notary public, but vast
Soviet delegation, be satisfied by the stabi- territories in one of these countries have
lisation or slight reduction of armaments been occupied by the armed forces of the
or war budgets. What is required is to find other, and battles, in which all sorts of
a way for putting an end to war. armaments are being employed and thou-

sands are being killed and wounded, are

The Soviet Government is not taking part being waged between the regular troops
in this Conference on account of formal of both countries.
obligations, and not under any stimulus
from outside. From the very first days of
its existence it condemned war as an instru- True, all this is going on far away from
ment of national policy, by deeds as well as Geneva, far away from Europe, but who is
by words, declared against all contributions so optimistic as to assert in good faith that
and territorial annexations, and the oppres- the military activities which have begun
sion of one nation by another, and pro- will be limited to two countries only or
claimed the principle of national self- even to one continent only ? Who is so
determination. Ever since, it has in its own optimistic as to assure us confidently that
policy pursued with strict consistency the the events in the Far East are not the
line of peaceful and loyal co-operation with beginning of a new war, which, in extent, scope
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and - thanks to the latest technical inven- from the conception of other delegations,
tions- horror, may eclipse the sinister fame many of whom, when they speak of security,
of the last war? mean the assuring of the utmost possible

chances of victory to a State subjected to
Continents are no longer economically and attack. The Soviet delegation considers thatpolitically isolated. There are countries we must endeavour to make war itself

belonging to more than one continent. There impossible, since it is the people who suffer,
are not many neighbours in Europe without bo in the ictorious and defeated countries,
serious territorial accounts to settle. The and, moreover, as the last war has shown
extent of disputed frontiers is greater now us, the people in al countries. The Soviet
than it was before the war. Can we be sure delegation appraises from this standpoint
that these differences will not be thrown proposals made to the Preparatory 
into the melting pot, if a single one of the mission or to be made to this Conference,
European States should be dragged into including the French proposals, which are

~~~war~.~~? ~worthy of more than a casual reference.
Granted that all this may not happen, It is, indeed, as a mark of respect that I

that the fire in the Far East may be kept respond to the invitation of M. Tardieu,
within local bounds, even then can we be of the French delegation, to criticise and
sure that similar fires will not break out discuss its proposal.
in other parts of the world ? What is to
prevent this? International organisations
and pacts? But we have seen that they
are incapable of either preventing or ending First and foremost it must be stated that,
military activities in the Far East, with all from the point of view of the reduction of
the consequences of these activities. Public armaments, the French proposals scarcely
opinion? It is still more impotent. And, bring us nearer to our aim, inasmuch as
after all, what is public opinion? Has it they are preliminary conditions requiring
ever been unanimous anywhere, or served to be accepted before any sort of reduction
a common purpose? Public opinion, as of armaments is to be made on the part of
expressed in the Press or through public France. The discussion of these conditions
bodies, serves various interests, the multiple would actually convert this Conference into
interests of various countries and of capitalist a preparatory conference for a future dis-
groups, of private enterprises and even of armament conference, requiring perhaps no
individuals in these countries. less time than did the Preparatory Com-

Have not the acts of violence going on .mission. It must be remembered that these
under our very eyes in the Far East their proposals represent the further develop-
advocates and instigators in the Press, even ment and materialiatio of what is known
the Press of countries not immediately the Geneva Protocol, whichhas been
concerned? Have we not read quite lately before the League of Nations for seven
articles in both European and American years, provoking wide controversy and so
papers urging the necessity and efficacy of far unaccepted. e have no grounds to
the extension of the war in the Far East assume that the same Protocol, pushed to
and actually suggesting that war would be its logical conclusion, will meet with greater
a way out of the crisis, of that very crisis the unanimity than before. It would become a
acuteness of which must be ascribed to the question of the creation of a new interna-
late war and its consequences? tional organisation with considerable powers

and, consequently, of the creation of a new
Nor can the limitation of armaments be covenant, with regulations for the disposi-

expected to prevent the arising of fresh tion of an international army, for the defini-
wars. At the present moment, all States are tion of aggression; a host of problems fruit-
sufficiently supplied with armaments - and lessly debated for ten years in the League of
armaments sharp enough and destructive Nations, with the addition of new and still
enough - to conduct a war, in comparison more complicated ones which would spring
with which the great war would appear up. Even now, as far as I know, there is no
mere child's play. The reduction of arma- precise interpretation recognised by all
ments is equally incapable of guaranteeing Members of the League of Article 16 and
us against war, especially if such reduction other articles of the Covenant, and the rules
is not very substantial and is not carried for their application passed in 1921. To
out with the conscious purpose of placing spend time over these questions in the
obstacles in the way of war. present acute state of political and economic

'w ~ ~ .. . . international antagonisms would mean, asThe Soviet delegation, basing its attitudeupon the nde legation, basing its attitude r as disarmament is concerned, to put theupon the needs of the present moment back years if not decades.
and the demands of the popular masses,
those demands which necessitated all the
preliminary work of the Conference and
which called the Conference itself into being,
would sum up the problem before us in the The French proposals, however, as I have
words: " security against war ". It is this already said, interest us most of all from
that distinguishes our conception of security the point of view of their capacity to create
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security against war, and I should like to of us all. Let us suppose that an armed

dwell upon this question in somewhat more conflict is going on somewhere, whether it

detail. has the official stamp of war or not. First
of all, it must be established who is the

What is the gist of the proposals of the aggressor and who the victim, and whetheraggressor and who the victim, and whether
What is the gist of the proposals of the there has been an infringement of interna-

French delegation? It is proposed to create there has been an infringement of interna-
a new army, to consist of a certain number tonal treaties and undrtakin s bini
of military bomb-carriers, scattered overuponbothpartiest In mocases,thisisbygeno means a complicated matter. The un-
various countries or concentrated in a single sophisticated mn-in-the-street would have
place, and a certain number of troops sophisticated man-in-the-street would have
reserved i n various countries for special little difficulty in giving an answer to these
reserved in various countries for special quesion and no doubt his answer wouldquestions and no doubt his answer would
purposes. In other words, an army of, say, n t iner onl

a few hundred thousand men is to be ade- be the right one. But when international
a few hundred thousand men is to be ade- oanisatons and individual Governments
quately equipped for the purpose of joining organe sat oe and er, they might not
the forces of a State recognised to havehae e e e, the t t
been the victim of attack. A State which always be ready with it, and be reduced to
intends to attack another will have in issuing appeals, exhortations and threat
advance to reckon, not only with the forces simultaneously to both sides. I merely use
advance to reckon, not sitionly with the sake of argument.
of its immediate enemy, but also with those 
of an army, so to speak, allied to it. Does
this imply that the aggressive party will But now I would ask -should such a
inevitably refrain from attack? Have we conflict arise in the future - what guar-
not had experience enough of allies and allied antees would there be that the existing, or
armies, and have they ever been the slightest some new international, organisation, at
guarantee against war? Many a State in whose disposaltheinternational army would
the past, when preparing for war, has had be, would be able or desirous to establish
to reckon in advance that it would be up which is the guilty side? After all, it can
against more than one State, and this con- hardly bomb both sides simultaneously, so
sideration has not invariably prevented it as to make sure of hitting the aggressor!
from carrying out its war-like intentions. What, I ask, are the guarantees that a new
Either it has provided itself with allies, or international organisation, or the existing
made its programme of armaments to out- one with increased actual power, will really
weigh all possible forces of the enemy side. be able or willing to use such power for
All that an aggressive State would have to the defence of the weaker, for the protection
do then would be to take into consideration of the attacked against the attacker?
the forces of the international army also,
in laying its plans.

National egoism has been mentioned here
as an obstacle to international action.

Again, it is obvious that such an interna- as an obstacle to international action.
tional army is not likely to be very big. Apparently this egoism shows itself, not
tional army is not likely to be very big. only in the decisions of individual Govern-
We cannot assume that even those States only in the decisions of individual Govern-
whlich are adjacent to the theatre of war niments, but finds its way into the proposals

and decisions of the representatives of these
will be able or willing (except in very special Governments at international organisations,

e in a Governments at international organisations,
cases) to send large forces to take part in a r
war not directly concerning them, especially paralysing their action or giving it a
war not directly concerning them, especially undesirable turn. If such cases have occur-

settle with the State they are called upon to occurr in ? Further what are the
assist. Supposing then that a strong State,
capable in time of war of mustering an army g tees tht, sintern ational army woud
running into millions, attacks a State many tedly exists, an international army woul
times weaker than itself ! It is quite obvious not e wexpoited in fth itestsf leoding
that a few hundred thousand more soldiers Stte hic h on or itsl a ladin
on the side of the weaker State would not be posito separate alliances, entergans at
a decisive factor, and therefore such an thr h seprte is no t a word about ahe

international army, far from preventing agreements? There is not a word about the
international army, far from preventing prohim on o suc alliances in the French
War, could not even always ensure the proposals.war, could not even always ensure the prohibition of such alliances in the French
victory to the side attacked. proposals.

This is not all. What guarantees would I shall be told that the stronger and more

there be that such an international army actual the means of pressure at the disposal

would be put into operation, and that in of an international organisation, the more

good time, before the weaker party to a resolutely will it act. I venture to doubt

conflict was crushed? What guarantees this. If States represented in such an

would there be that the aggressor will really organisation, either from fear of upsetting

be found and that when found will be the their relations with the aggressor, or from

real aggressor? These questions are by no other egoistic nationalist considerations,
means idle, by no means theoretical, but cannot always agree to the use of even feeble

have been suggested by well-known facts of means of pressure for the averting and ending

international life very present in the minds of conflicts, how much more are they likely
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to hesitate before applying such a powerful than multilateral or general treaties. It
weapon as the despatch of their own armies? has always proposed non-aggression pacts
This being so, is it to be expected that to all States. These pacts are a kind of acid
States will be sufficiently imbued with the test for making other States display their
necessary confidence in an international spirit, whether peaceful or the reverse. When
organisation and in its impartiality to a pact proposed to a State is immediately
entrust their security to it and place their accepted and put into force, a certain sta-
own national troops at its disposal? bility in the relations between the two

States may be affirmed. When such a pro-
The question of an international army posal is not immediately accepted but

arose and was discussed, if I am not mis- considered for years, and even after the first
taken, thirteen years ago, when the Cove- letter of the signature has been appended to
nant of the League of Nations was being it a period of meditation ensues, and the
drawn up, and it was then decided in the completion of the signature is postponed,
negative. At that time, there was much more there is naturally less feeling of confidence.
faith in international organisations than But still more serious doubts of a peaceful
now. Five months ago, there was still more spirit arise with regard to States which
faith in international organisations than categorically reject proposals for the con-
exists now. As for international differences elusion of a pact of non-aggression, either on
and national egoism, surely these have some excuse or other, or without giving
not been diminished during the last thirteen any excuse. It is then obviously impossible
years ! A glance over events in the sphere to deny the importance of international
of international economic relations will pacts as a means of discovering the peaceful
suffice to convince us of this. or hostile attitude of another State. In

addition it must be admitted that the
I pass over the question of the extent to conclusion of a non-aggression pact increases

which the Soviet Union could be expected the guilt of the aggressor in cases of dis-
to confide its security and a part of its own turbance of the peace. Such pacts cannot,
armies to an international organisation however, be considered an actual guarantee
consisting largely of States openly hostile to against war. Total and general disarma-
it, even to the extent of refusing to maintain ment is the only effective guarantee against
normal relations with it. The workers and war and its devastating effects.
peasants of the Soviet Union are more
likely to see in an international army
created in such conditions a threat to their
country. The Soviet delegation submitted to the

Preparatory Commission for the Disarma-
I feel bound, therefore, to state frankly ment Conference a draft convention for total

that, as far as security against war, and, disarmament, to be realised in the course
therefore, security of States, are concerned, of four years. This was four years ago, and
the French proposals arouse grave doubts it will hardly be denied that, if our proposal
in our minds. The Soviet delegation is had been accepted at the time, the events
thereby only strengthened in its conviction in the Far East would not have occurred,
that the only infallible way to solve the there would have been no threats of a new
problem of the organisation of peace, the world war, and the economic crisis now
problem of averting war, the problem of being almost universally experienced would
assuring security to all nations is the way undoubtedly have been less acute.
recommended by it - the way of general
and total disarmament.

It would, however, be wrong to infer The idea of total disarmament is distin-
from what I have said that the Soviet dele- guished from all other plans by its
gation denies the importance and efficacy of simplicity and by the ease with which it
all other ways of consolidating peace short of could be carried out and with which its
total disarmament. The Soviet Government realisation could be controlled. A plan for
has shown its readiness for international total disarmament would eliminate all those
co-operation by taking part in a series of difficult and thorny questions which made
international congresses and organisations the work of the Preparatory Commission so
and by the proposals which it brought before long drawn out, condemned to sterility the
them. innumerable international conferences of

the last few years held in various capitals on
Nor do we underrate the importance of the question of disarmament, and gave rise

international treaties and undertakings for to those gloomy forecasts with which this
peace. My Government acceded to the 1928 Conference has been met.
Paris Treaty at the time and even put it
into force with neighbouring States earlier
than was done by the Treaty's own initiators.
My Government itself makes a practice Identical security and equality of condi-
of concluding mutual non-aggression pacts, tions for all countries could only be arrived
which it considers infinitely more significant at by means of total disarmament. As
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regards control, it is sufficiently obvious The Soviet delegation will recommend the
that it would be much easier ts find a State progressive proportional method as the most
out when making tanks, cannon, machine- impartial and equitable method for the
guns, bombing planes, in spite of an inter- reduction of armaments, allowing for
national undertaking, than if it were only facilities and exceptions in favour of weaker
increasing its output of these weapons above countries in danger of aggression. It will
the percentage internationally established, warmly support any proposals approaching
It would be easier to find a State out when or outstripping its own. It will support the
training its population in the use of machine- equals rights of all participants in the
guns and bomb-throwing, in the face of Conference, and equal security for all States.
international prohibition, than if it were
merely increasing its army above the
percentage laid downg i a a The country I represent here is in a less

percentagl. favourable position as regards security than
I must, however, once again emphasise other countries. Only fourteen years ago,

the fact that the Soviet delegation has by no it was the object of armed attack on all its
means come here merely to put before you, frontiers, of blockade and of political and
yet another time, its proposal for total and economic boycott. For fourteen years, it
general disarmament, or to declare that we has been the object of indescribable slander
are determined to have all or nothing, and hostile campaigns. Even now, many
complete disarmament or none at all. States, including one of the strongest naval
We have no illusions whatsoever as to the Powers, do not conceal their hostility to
fate in store for our proposition. Our it, even to the extent of refusing to establish
delegation is ready to discuss with you any normal peaceful relations, and many States
proposals tending to reduce armaments, and maintaining normal relations with it have
the further such reduction goes, the more refused to conclude or confirm pacts of
readily will the Soviet delegation take part non-aggression.
in the work of the Conference. Considering
the draft Convention drawn up by the Pre-
paratory Commission altogether inadequate, The present events in the Far East, which
the Soviet delegation will advocate here its have evoked universal alarm, cannot but
own draft for the reduction of armaments, cause special anxiety in the Soviet Union
which, however, it regards merely as the owing to its geographical nearness to the
first step towards total disarmament. theatre of these events, where huge armies

are operating, and where anti-Soviet Russian
I would remind the Conference that the emigres are mobilising their forces. Despite

Soviet delegation was the first to propose, all this, I am empowered to declare here the
in its second draft convention put before readiness of the Soviet Union to disarm to
the Preparatory Commission, t he complete same extent and at the same rate to
destruction of the most aggressive types of which the other Powers, first and foremost
armaments, including those actually at its borders, may agree.

1. Tanks and super-heavy long-range
artillery; I feel bound to express once more that

no measures for the reduction of armaments
2. Ships of upwards of 10,000 tons can meet the pressing needs of the present

displacement; moment.

3. Naval artillery of over 12 inches
calibre ;

The political and economic differences
4. Aircraft-carriers; existing between various States, which have
5 Military dirigibles; become considerably intensified since the

great war and owing to the crisis, are
6. Heavy bombing-planes, all stock of inevitably and rapidly leading to a new

air bombs and any other means armed conflict between nations. This
of destruction for use from air- conflict, owing to modern improvements in
planes; the weapons of destruction, threatens

humanity with incredible disasters, unpre-
7. All means and apparatus for cedented devastation. The impending

chemical, incendiary and bacte- menace of war is causing universal alarm
riological warfare. and arousing universal suspicion. This

alarm and suspicion, together with the bur-

The Soviet delegation proposed the den of taxation imposed upon the people for
complete prohibition of air bombing, and the maintenance by States of huge armed
not only beyond the limits of a definite forces, are nourishing and intensifying the
area. It also proposed not merely to refrain present economic crisis, which is felt in
from chemical warfare but actually from all its weight first and foremost by the
preparing for it in time of peace. working classes. In these circumstances,

the task of the hour is not the repetition of
All these proposals remain in full force any attempt to achieve some reduction of

for the present Conference. armaments or war budgets, the realisation
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of which is bound to come up against but it can be made Utopian by its rejection
tremendous obstacles, but the actual pre- by the other States represented here. We
vention of war, through the creation of hope that the responsible representatives
effective security against war. This task of States here present will treat the idea
can only be carried out by means of total expressed by the Soviet delegation with the
and general disarmament. seriousness which the problem of assuring

to all nations real security against war,
The Soviet delegation will move a real peace, deserves.

resolution to this effect, convinced as it is
that there would be no external obstacle
to the carrying out of general disarmament The President. The next speaker is
if the Governments here represented show Baron Ramel, Minister for Foreign Affairs,
their readiness for it. delegate of Sweden.

The sole aim of the Soviet Government is Baron Ramel (Sweden):
the building up of socialism on the terri-
tory of the Soviet Union, and, in the face Translation: When the Geneva Pro-
of the successful accomplishment of the tocol was being framed, the League's pro-
first Five-Year Plan, of colossal achieve- gramme was specifically designed to cover
ments in every sphere of economic life, it arbitration, security and disarmament.
seems to the Soviet delegation that what has
been obvious from the beginning must by There is no doubt that great progress
now be as clear as daylight to all and has been made in connection with the
sundry - namely, that the Soviet Union first two problems. As regards the first,
requires neither the increase of territory many bilateral treaties of arbitration and
nor interference in the affairs of other conciliation have been concluded. Acces-
nations to achieve its aim, and could therefore sions to the Optional Clause of the Statute
do without army, navy, military aviation of the Permanent Court of International
and all other forms of armed forces. It Justice have been received in increasing
does, however, require the assurance that numbers and the General Act has been
there will be no attempts against Soviet framed, and signed by a considerable number
territory either and that other States will of countries.
not interfere in its internal affairs and that
its peaceful economic construction will not As regards security, the Locarno Agree-
be tampered with from without. It will ments form an important guarantee of
only feel this assurance if other States peace, and almost all the countries of the
also agree to give up their armed forces. world have solemnly acceded to the Briand-

Kellogg Pact, which condemns aggressive
warfare as an international crime. A

Now, when the whole world is go number of treaties of non-aggression have
through an unprecedented economic crisis also been signed, a Convention on Financial
which is shaking the edifice of the capitalit Assistance has been concluded, and the last
system to its foundations, the masses of Assembly of the League adopted a Conven-
the people suffering from unemployment tion to improve the Means of preventing
to an extent hitherto unknown, from uni- War. When we consider, moreover, that the
versal wage reductions, threatened by still Covenant itself contains guarantees of secu-
further economic upheavals, the full burden rity of importance for the maintenance of
of which the ruling classes readily shift peace, we have to admit that very real
on to their shoulders, must be relieved as contractual guarantees of security already
far as possible from the threat of the exist. What, in my view, is still wanting,
catastrophe of war which the course of the however is a resolute determination to
economic crisis is making more and more interpret and apply those various obligations
imminent. Security against war must be p e real confidencein such a way as to promote real confidence
created. This security can never be achieved among the nations.
by roundabout ways, but only by the direct
.way of total general disarmament. At this point, I must stress the growing

anguish with which my country, like so
This is no communist slogan. The Soviet many others, has watched the course of

delegation knows that the triumph of events in the Far East, constituting as they
socialist principles, removing the causes do a very serious menace to the results
giving rise to armed conflicts, is the only already obtained at Geneva in the cause
absolute guarantee of peace. So long, of organised peace. On behalf of my
however, as these principles prevail only Government, I express the most earnest
in one-sixth of the world, there is only hope that peace may be promptly restored
one means of organising security against by energetic action on the part of the League
war, and that is total and general disarma- and of the Powers specially concerned.
ment. One proof of its practicability is
the fact that it is proposed by a State Coming now to disarmament, I note that
with a population of over 160 millions. the progress made on international lines
This idea is by no means Utopian in itself; has been practically negligible. True, there
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are the Washington Agreements on the its delegation to the Conference to do its
limitation of the naval forces of certain utmost, by all the means at its disposal,
great Powers. In other categories of arma- to bring about the adoption of an interna-
ments, on the contrary, there appears to tional convention providing for the greatest
me to have been a fairly general increase, possible reduction, at the present time, of
despite growing economic difficulties. Most existing armaments.
States will certainly tell us that they have It was only to be expected that the
made a reduction, greater or smaller, as representatives of certain countries would
the case may be, in this or that class of arma- demand further measures for increasing
ments, but undoubtedly there is a disquiet- security, and the French delegation has
ing increase in those weapons of warfare already placed before us a most important
which may perhaps be called upon to play proposal. This suggestion may be followed
the principal part in a modern war, an by others. The Swedish delegation is pre-
increase reflected in the war material pared to give unbiased and careful considera-
budgets of many States. I venture to draw tion to any proposal intended to reinforce
your special attention to the amazing security - for instance, by the organisation
development of the air forces of the great of an international armed force; but, at the
military Powers. If the States represented same time, it feels bound to emphasise its
here desire to take positive steps to streng- conviction that security cannot be effectively
then the confidence of the peoples in treaties reinforced in the absence of simultaneous
of arbitration and security already concluded, and effectual measures for the reduction of
it is their imperative duty to make a joint armaments. The Swedish Government is
effort with a view to the adoption of a fully aware of the necessity of endowing any
Convention providing for the limitation and international juridical organisation which
reduction of national armaments. may be set up with certain means of coercion,

and Sweden will make no attempt to shirk
its obligations in that respect.

That Convention must be general; in As a basis for the work of the Conference,
other words, all the more important States we have the draft Convention drawn up by
must accede to it. But, in reducing arma- the Preparatory Commission. This text,
ments, we must establish a more satisfac- which is of a purely preliminary nature
tory balance between the armaments of intended merely to serve as a framework for
the various States. From this standpoint, the proposed convention, is the fruit of
it seems obvious that the success of the long discussions, in the course of which
Conference depends on the Powers which marked differences of opinion came to
are most heavily armed. light. Many of its provisions were adopted

only by a narrow majority, many delegations
abstained from voting on a number of
points, and certain clauses in the draft are

A convention that is satisfactory from the plainly the result of a compromise. I
technical point of view will not suffice alone presume, therefore, that the Conference
to bring about a rational solution of so will subject this text to further scrutiny and
complex a problem as disarmament: there that several of its details will be fully dis-
must be a political rapprochement between cussed by the Committees, which I hope
the Powers and a settlement of the great will be set up at the earliest possible moment.
problems of reparations and international I should like, however, to take this opportu-
debts, the effect of which on practically all nity of making clear the Swedish delega-
nations - and not only on the nations tion's general attitude to the various provi-
directly concerned- is, in present circum- sions of the draft.
stances, becoming more and more apparent. It is, in the first place, of the utmost

importance that the provisions of a Conven-
tion for the reduction of armaments should

During the preparatory work for' the deal effectively with all the elements enter-
Conference, Sweden consistently maintained ing into the composition of the armament

of the different countries. If such is notthe view that the adoption of an interna- the diffe c ountries. If such is ot
tionalhe case and if he Conventions is confined
ments, on the lines I have just indicated, to limiting certin elements while gnoring
would of itself strengthen the feeling of others, it is to be feared that the various
security among the nations. My Govern- countries will concentrate their efforts on

ment still holds that view, and considers the elements which are not limited, so that,
that, even though we are still unable to instead of increasing international confi-
offer the world a satisfactory legal organisa- dence, such a development would be much
tion, a first step in the reduction of arma- more likely to weaken it.
ments is imperative, after which it will be As regards land armaments, the Swedish
easier to develop arbitration procedure and Government considers that the fact that
to introduce new measures in the interests the draft contains no clause providing
of security. The Swedish Government, for the limitation of trained reserves gives
therefore, having in mind the considerations rise to serious objections. In this respect,
I have just submitted to you, has instructed therefore, the Swedish delegation intends
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to defend the view it upheld throughout basis of discussion. We cannot, however,
the preliminary deliberations. Admittedly, ignore the fact that, since the report of
however, an effective limitation of the the budget experts was submitted, diffi-
period of military service and of land war culties not foreseen by them have arisen
material would result automatically in a with regard to the application of the budget
certain indirect limitation of trained reserves scheme contemplated. A considerable num-
entailing a reduction in the number of ber of countries have recently abandoned
effectives mobilisable on the outbreak of the gold standard. It is indispensable,
war. The Preparatory Disarmament Com- in my opinion, that the competent com-
mission, however, rejected by a small mittee to be set up should devote special
majority a proposal for the direct limitation attention to the question of the limitation
of land material. It is the intention of the of budgets in the event of fluctuation
Swedish delegation to re-open this question. in the purchasing-power of the various
Even while admitting that budgetary limita- currencies.
tion of material may be of the highest
importance, it nevertheless remains true If a Convention for the limitation and
that direct limitation is the only real means reduction of armaments is to achieve its
of preventing the various countries from real object, its application must be subjected
concentrating their attention in this respect to really effective international control.
on certain arms of a particularly aggressive The Swedish delegation is therefore pre-
character. pared to accept any obligations involved

in a really effective system of control and
Moreovwher, the direct method is the only to do its utmost to bring about the insertion

the unequal distribution of stocks of war
material among the various countries; in
this connection, I should like to point out However important the examination and
that my Government would heartily wel- revision of the draft Convention may be,
come the total prohibition of the use of it will be the principal - and, at the same
certain arms, such as tanks and heavy time, the most difficult - duty of the Confer-
artillery. ence to fix the maximum figures of national

armaments, once the methods of limitation
Another matter in regard to which the have been determined. In this connection,

draft Convention in its existing form is still I will merely remind you of the statement
less satisfcoisfactory is that of the limitation I made at the beginning of my speech to
of air forces. This is the more regret- the effect that the Swedish delegation
table as, in modern warfare, aviation plays regards it as its duty to make every effort
a more and more important part, and to have these figures fixed at as low a level
constant and rapid technical progress is as possible. Sweden is prepared, provided
being made in this department. The that the Convention to be concluded is
enormous air fleets in existence constitute general, in the sense in which I used the
an increasingly serious peril for our civilisa- word just now, to collaborate in reaching
tion. The Swedish Government would an agreement providing for the greatest
therefore welcome the international prohibi- possible reduction of national armaments.
tion of military aviation combined with
the internationalisation or strict interna- uchis he attitude of Sweden to the great
tional control of civil aviation: this would problems before us. It is the attitude of an
strike a very effective blow at chemical essentially peaceful nation, which has
warfare, which must be combated in all already, of its own free will, effectively
its forms. reduced its armaments and is now eagerly

The budgetary experts have drafted an awaiting a general reduction of armaments
extremely interesting report on the limita- throughout the world.
tion of military budgets, and their proposal
seems to me to provide a very valuable (The Conference rose at 1 p.m.)
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CONTENTS. together in a common misery that goes
deeper than the political differences by

22. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION. which they are still divided even after peace
Speeches by M. de Zulueta (Spain), Dr. Munch has been signed.

(Denmark) and M. Benes (Czechoslovakia).
This is why the peoples have revolted

against the burden of arms, cumbrous and
useless weapons, delusive symbols of force

22. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL without strength and defence without
DISCUSSION. security. Flung into the fray where all

distinction between combatants and non-
The President. - His Excellency M. de combatants is nullified by the extension of

Zulueta, Minister for Foreign Affairs, dele- acts of war ever farther behind the front,
gate of Spain, will address the Conference. reduced to the semi-starvation of rations,

threatened in their homes by the ever-
growing menace of aerial, chemical and

M. de Zulueta (Spain): incendiary warfare, shaken to the depths
Translation : The Government represent by the economic and social disturbances

t ro o that ensue from the vast scale of modernappreciates the reasons tor wlhich tlhis
Assembly has been so cautiously styled war, like the monstrous epidemics begotten
" Conference for the Reduction and Limita- of earthquakes, the peoples of the world
tion of Armaments", but we should be are not in a mood to tolerate a new wartion of Armamentsa", but we should be
traitors to our democratic origins if we and, if their Govnments embroiled tem
failed to express unequivocally at the outset in one, they would rise in blind wrath to
our ardent desire - if we cannot say hope - destroy a civiliation that had abjured the
that it should become a conference fordis- very principles on which it is based.
armament. On the morrow of the terrible Our duty, therefore, is to combine caution
war which laid waste half Europe, the with audacity.
peoples of the world expected of their
statesmen, not rules for the meticulous That there are risks in the policy of dis-
,measurement and mathematical comparison armament none can deny, but who can fail
of national armaments, but a clear con- to see that there are even graver risks in
ception, a definitive act of disarmament, a policy of arms?
complete and entire. It is futile to palliate the evil by attempt-

Whatever the doubts that ideal may have ing to humanise war. I apologise to those
suggested to the experts, whatever hesitation speakers who have advocated such methods
it may have aroused in the minds of the for expressing doubt whether it is desirable
statesmen who for the last twelve years to make the attempt which they suggest
have succeeded one another in power, it to prohibit the weapons that have been
is plain to-day that disarmament pure and termed inhuman. War has its laws, laws
simple is demanded by a sure instinct of as objective as the force of gravity, and
therealities of the moment and an accurate experience has proved that belligerents
intuition of the very character of modern do not in practice consent to any methods
warfare. There was a time when war, for humanising war save those that do not
however barbarous and cruel, had some prejudice the success of military operations.
reason: it cut the Gordian-knot which the We consider also, however, that it is dan-
diplomats had been unable to unravel. gerous to introduce matters of this kind
War, said one of our historians, is the into disarmament; in the first place, we
cure for things for which there is no cure. should be diverting the Conference's atten-
A desperate method it was, but still a tion from its real purpose, which is not
method, the ultimate ratio, but yet not to mitigate but to abolish war, and in the
irrational. Until recently it could at least second place, we should be wasting time
be defended as an exceptional measure. and infinite labour in an endeavour to render
Those times are past. War has no sense war tolerable and thereby weaken the possi-
to-day. Impartial in its absurdity, it bilities of disarmament. No, it is not
punishes with equal severity victor and chemical, aerial or submarine warfare that
vanquished, and in the end it brings both we desire to abolish, but war.
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In order to abolish war, which is, inother welcome an extension of compulsory arbi-
words, international anarchy, we must create tration, the juridical settlement of disputes,
international order. We who are assembled the strict and courageous application of the
here are the artisans of that order. The Convention for preventing war and the
League provides the plan. Without going Convention on financial assistance; in a
into the thorny question whether disarma- word, the whole system of mutual aid and
ment should precede security or security goodwill which is the true guarantee of
precede disarmament, we take the view peace. Instead of fresh texts, she would
that both will advance pari passu with the like to see existing texts better remembered,
progress in the organisation of peace. Such more faithfully complied with and less...
organisation is inconceivable except on a interpreted. Within this framework she
universal basis. We believe then, and would wish other nations to accompany
we say so with the greatest sincerity, her in a bold scheme of disarmament
coupled with the utmost deference for the which would include:
nations concerned, that until the United
States of America and the Soviet Union On land: The reduction of armaments,
have joined the League it is difficult to personnel and material, to the lowest
imagine how total disarmament can be limits strictly necessary for maintaining
brought about. internal order, for fulfilling international

obligations and for the service of the
Sorrowfully the world witnesses to-day obligations and for the service of th

a spectacle of which the least that can be League.
said is that the authors of the Covenant At ea The reducion of nvie to the
in 1919 would have thought it impossible r t · in 1919 would have thought it impossible status of a coast police force, the neutra-
in 1932. None can doubt that if the Council ation of strais and a contribution by

.. dbeen able fom the outset to count lisation of straits and a contribution by
had been able from the outset to count
on the collaboration of the two Powers to fleet.
whom I have referred, it would have been
in a very much better position to settle In the ai: The absolute prohibition of
the dispute and ensure peace in the spirit a military aviation combined with the
of the Covenant. internationalisation of commercial avia-

By such continuous and methodical colla- tion.
boration we can succeed in removing the
causes of war. Of those causes some are Some of my colleagues may thin this
psychological; these have been examined programme rather topian. I would remind
more particularly in the Polish delegation's them that the Spanish Republic has olun-

memorandum, the importance of which tarily given proof of its firm resolve to
the Conference will, of course, appreciate. conform to this ideal.
I would remind my colleagues that the
Spanish delegation has been engaged upon The Spanish Constitution contains an
this question from the standpoint of the Article 6 which states explicitly, "Spain
predominant part which the Press should renounces war as an instrument of national
take in moral disarmament. We have policy ", Article 7 says," The Spanish State
also stressed the importance we attach will respect the universal rules of interna-
to the co-operation of women, and the tional law by embodying them in her own
Conference will very soon be consulted positive law ; Article 76, "International
on the proposals submitted to it by the Conventions and Treaties ratified by Spain
Council, on our recommendation, for ensur- must be registered with the League of
ing the collaboration of women in this Nations in conformity with Article 18 of
work of peace, on which they have expended the Covenant and for the purposes therein
so much effort. provided. Secret Conventions and Treaties

The most deeply rooted causes of war, and secret Clauses in Conventions or Treaties
however, are perhaps those which relate to shall not be binding on the nation";
economic facts. The trouble arises from the Article 77, " The President of the epublic
contrast between the economic interde-may not sign a declaration of war except
pendence of nations and the economic chaos under the conditions laid down in the
that is due to the free play of their sovereign Covenant of the League of Nations and only
rights. Until national economic interests, when all defensive means other than those
rising above their limitations, have re- of a warlike character and all the judicial
nounced their rivalries for the sake of procedures of conciliation or arbitration
international concord, the foundations of specified in the international conventions
peace will be as shifting as the sands. to which Spain is a party and which are

registered with the League of Nations
Having contributed from the outset to have been exhausted."

the work of disarmament, which bears the
imprint of five years' devoted labour on the Lastly, there is Article 78 : " The President
part of my friend and colleague M. de of the Republic may not give the League
Madariaga, Spain looks forward to the day of Nations notice of the withdrawal of
when this first sketch of the commonwealth Spain except within the time-limit laid
of nations shall be consolidated, take shape down in the Covenant and subject to
and assume its full proportions. She would the previous authorisation of Parliament
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embodied in a special law which must be tunately would appear to justify. We
voted by an absolute majority". therefore strongly emphasise that the

paramount need of peace is to strengthen
These articles in our Constitution will the observance of established texts, and

show you that in the opinion of Spain the that it is useless to endow the League
time has come to include among the with a material force if we withhold the
immediate realities of the day the moral moral force necessary to employ it.
obligations of a new international society. 
In the sphere of military organisation also, tios w h hare opiion o the adeleg-i
Spain has drawn the consequences of these os hih have proposed the abolition
legal principles. She has reduced by half ar tht are oviously o an aggressive

than two-thirds the number of her officers o distinction is relative and empirical, wethan two-thirds'the number of her officers nevertheless believe that it can perfectly
she has spontaneously reduced the tonnage nevertheless elieve that it ca perfectly
of her navy; she has made drastic cuts realised in pracice.
in her military, naval and air budgets. We therefore propose the abolition of

artillery in the long range and very mobile
This shows you that even if, in the class, together with tanks, ships in high-

absence of the political and legal conditions tonnage categories, long-range naval guns
I have outlined, our programme of complete and military aeroplanes of every description.
disarmament cannot be achieved at once,
my Government will be glad to join in W al propose complete publicity for
any and every effort that may be made armaments and military establishments
by this Conference to ensure the improve- capable of manufacturing them in accord
ment in the present state of armaments ance with the last paragraph of Article 8
that public opinion unconditionally demands. of the Covenant.

We propose the strictest and fullest
In this connection we were glad to hear supervision for the plan of disarmament

most of the delegates who have spoken which may be adopted.
earlier propose concrete and practicable
measures for disarmament. Without pledg- e consider, lastly, that this plan should
ing ourselves at this stage to accept all be expressly based on Article 8 of the
these proposals in detail, we consider that Covenant. We believe that in the matter
they supply valuable guidance for amend- of disarmament the Members of the League
ing and completing the draft Convention, must, under the terms of that article,
which must naturally serve as the basis of either be govered by a convenion or
our work. We should like to be allowed be engaged upon the study of a new conven-
to make our modest contribution to this ion and that, in consequence, when we
work. I do not propose for the present to have completed our work, the armaments
go into the details of our proposals, which I of the various Members of the League
shall in a few moments lay on the table will be placed finally and for all time under
of the Conference, but I should like to an international regime and will cease for
explain the spirit in which they are con- ever to be what they were de jure until
ceived and the main outline of their structure. the coming into force of the Covenant,

and what they will remain de facto until
this Conference has finished its work,The general principle governing our pro- outwad and visible signs of the state of

posal is that we should concentrate on the international anarchy.
period preceding war in order to strengthen
the feeling of mutual confidence and prevent As to the Convention itself, we propose
embitterment of disputes. Henceweregard it that its provisions with regard to war
as essential that the international organisa- material should be considerably streng-
tion set up by the Covenant, the various thened. We accept indirect budgetary
Conventions and the institution at Geneva limitation, but we hold it at the same time
should work as effectively and strongly indispensable to supplement it by the adop-
as possible. We think that this might pro- tion of the following three points:
vide a meeting ground for those who Th limitation of stocks by means of
believe that disarmament should precede inventories which will have to be verified;
security and those who believe that disarma- he adoption by all countries of the 1925
ment should follow; for while it is true, as Convention for the Supervision of the
M. Grandi has said, that the forging of the International Trade in Arms and the adop-
instruments of security was contempora- ionof a Convention to be drawn up by
neous with an increase in the aggregate our Conference providing for the strictest
of military expenditure throughout the and most effective supervision possible over
world, it is also true that this very multi- the private and Government manufacture
plication of the instruments of security of arms and ammunition.
proves their weakness. That weakness,
however, cannot be ascribed to the texts, This is a point on which the League's
which in most cases are satisfactory but work seems to us singularly defective.
to a sort of tacit scepticism concerning their Paragraph 5 of Article 8 of the Covenant
efficacy, a scepticism which events unfor- states that:
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"The Members of the League agree "A. The limitation of stocks of mate-
that the manufacture by private enter- rial and the establishment and publi-
prise of munitions and implements of cation of an inventory;
war is open to grave objections. The
Council shall advise how the evil effects "B. The incorporation in the Dis-
attendant upon such manufacture can be armament Convention of:
prevented, due regard being had to the
necessities of those Members of the " (a) The Convention of 1925 on
League which are not able to manufac- the supervision of the international
ture the munitions and implements of trade in arms and ammunition;
war necessary for their safety."

" (b) A Convention to be prepared

Unfortunately, the various Commissions by the Conference providing for
which have dealt with this question have international and national supervi-
failed after long discussion to draw up an ion of the prvate and State mnu-
acceptable Convention. acceptable Convention, facture of arms and ammunition,

such manufacture to be subject to a
The Spanish delegation, which attaches system of licensing and publicity.

the greatest importance to this question, " Te p s w w 
will therefore ask the Conference to study h principles whch will govern
the system which it considers will be of this Convention are those formulated
the greatest value for the supervision of in the report ofum the Temporary Mixed
war material and as a guarantee for peace. Commission (Document A.16.1924.IX),war material and as a guarantee for peace.

,an g rte peae duly amended by the Minority Report
These, then, are the concrete proposals on page 32.

which my Government wishes to place
before the Conference. Republican Spain a A - (1) 
regards international peace not as an ideal
to be aimed at but as an imperative necessity, may bild vessels of over 0000
which must be realised in practice. It holds or caable o arryi u ver 
that the time is past for a purely national placement of more than 1,000 tons or aorganisation and that henceforward States placem of on re than ,00 thos or 
will no longer be able to achieve their aims ras Conference i ay determine at giving
unless they co-operate with that vaster the nerence a eerine as gi
and more lofty organisation that is called aggessive caracte
the world. The life-blood of that organi- "(2) Merchant vessels may not be
sation is peace. Peace must ensue from a strengthened for the purpose of being
constant effort which demands both reason equipped with guns or with other appli-
and goodwill. In making this effort the ances enabling them to be used for war
world can rely on the collaboration of an purposes.
old people whose interests are universal but 
not material, and whose new spirit is at the " Aviation. - Complete abolition of
service of the new hope actuating mankind. military aviation; internationalisation of

civil aviation.The following are the proposals of the
Spanish delegation:

The President. - The next speaker is Dr.
" General Provisions. - The Convention Munch, Minister for Foreign Affairs, delegate

shall be explicitly concluded on the basis of Denmark.
of Article 8 and, in consequence, Article
60 of the draft Convention shall be either Dr. Munch (Denmark):
omitted or amended, since, under the ransation The discussion you have
terms of the Covenant and in particular hear these las e days has bn y have

heard these last few days has been charac-Article 8, paragraph 4, the High Con- terised by a frankness commensurate withtracting Parties may not denounce the a rann o
Convention but may only propose its the gravity of the present situation. Never
revision bunder paragraph 3. poin the history of mankind has so far-reaching

a discussion taken place in public between
"Previsions shall be added to the all the Great Powers. But rarely has it

Convention with a view to rendering the been so necessary to seek in frank and sincere
application of Article 8 more effective. discussion a solution for the burning ques-

tions which have arisen between us.
" Land Armamnents. - (1) Abolition of
a1 ards which ra majority of the Confe On every side, I am sure, the franknessall arms which a majority of the Confer w representatives of the Great

ence shall deemn to be of an aggressive with which the representatives of the Great
character. Technical criteria, such as Powers have expressed themselves on thischaracter. Technical criteria, such as
calibre, mobility, etc., shall be decided platform will be regarded as proof of their
by the Conference after consultation firm intention to make a supreme effort to

-with experts. avert the dangers which now threaten the
world's peace and prosperity.

"(2) As an additional measure to From the very outset of our discussions
Article 10 of the Convention, provisions we have had before us certain definite
shall be included to provide for: proposals and detailed schemes. I think I
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am expressing the unanimous sentiments of This idea of prohibiting offensive arms
this Conference in thanking the authors of is contained in the resolutions of the Inter-
these proposals and schemes for having Parliamentary Union, the Union of League
thus placed a very useful basis of discussion of Nations Associations, the international
at our disposal. labour organisations and other organisa-

We must have the courage to face the tions which have addressed the Conference.
truth and to recognise that the arguments It would seem that, as regards the idea
adduced differ profoundly, as was to be itself, unanimity has already been obtained.
foreseen. At first sight we are tempted to But it must be admitted that different
say that it will not be possible to reconcile opinions come to light when we approach
these opposing views and that there is the question: "What arms are of so
no means of achieving a result of any real abominable and offensive a character that
value. Nevertheless, the need for success they ust be prohibited "
is so evident that we dare not let this first Agreement exists as regards scientific,
impression remain. It is a duty, particularly chemical and bacteriological weapons and
for States which are not involved in the also regarding incendiary bombs. But one
great political interplay of interests, those important question remains as yet unan-
to whom Chancellor Briining appealed, swered: do we mean only that we agree
to seek in these different arguments a to prohibit the employment of these means
common ground on which a fruitful dis- of destruction, or are we prepared also to
cussion may be based. prohibit the preparation of chemical means

of warfare?But when we study closely these argu- of warare 
ments which appear so different, we seehe fear ceatd in the

I o . . hearts of men by this new form of warfare,that after all they contain certain common hearts of men by this new form of warfare,
or at any rate similar ideas, which might we must surely prohibit its preparation.
perhaps form a foundation on which we As long as States possess the means to
shoul be able to build up some preliminary wage chemical and bacteriological warfareshould be able to build up some preliminary .it my rightly be sad Certainly they
results. it may rightly be said: Certainly they

have promised not to employ these weapons,
This first Disarmament Conference cannot they merely prepare them in case any State

of course achieve a comprehensive solution should violate its obligations in this respect;
of the disarmament problem, such as would but if war breaks out, each belligerent
harmonise all the conflicting opinions. The State will then use all the means in its
most we can hope to do for the moment power to ensure victory ".
is to make a first step forward towards It cannot be denied that, if the use of
fulfilling the engagements entered into in the chemical and other weapons is to be
Article 8 of the Covenant. But it should not prohibited, their preparation must be abso-
be impossible to indicate at the same time lutely abolished and an effective system of
the general outline of a programme for the supervision must be established in this
gradual and progressive reduction of arma- respect. It would, I admit, be difficult to
ments, a programme for a reduction by institute such a system, but I wonder
stages which might be continued until the whether it would not be possible in this
promises of the Covenant have been entirelypromises of the Covenant have been entirely case to take as a basis the French proposals
fulfilled. concerning civil aviation? The difficulty

The German delegation very strongly would be to supervise factories making
demanded the adoption of the principle of chemical products; would it not therefore be
equality of rights for all States in this re- possible to group these factories in an
spect. If we could agree to limit, in the matter international cartel, supervised by the organ
of armaments, the freedom of States not of control which has been suggested in
bound by the treaties, and decrease to a connection with armaments?
certain extent the armaments of those The problem of aviation is intimately
countries- with certain exceptions, per- bound up with that of chemical warfare
haps, for certain States which are in a quite and incendiary bombs. The prohibition
special situation we shall already have of one of these arms would involve the
made very considerable progress towards prohibition of the other. It is not quite
the equality so earnestly demanded. If clear whether there exists on this point
we could at the same time accept the the unanimity which was apparent in the
programme for a gradual reduction, the matter of chemical and bacteriological war-
principle of equality would, so to speak, be fare. My impression is, however, that agree-
recognised even if we had, for the time, to ment exists at any rate as regards large
forgo its entire fulfilment. bombing aircraft.

Further, important progress towards As regards other arms which are specifi-
equality would be achieved if we applied cally adopted for offensive uses I think
the idea proposed by many speakers, includ- that, though views may differ to a certain
ing Sir John Simon, Mr. Gibson, M. Grandi extent, there nevertheless exists a strong
and M. Litvinoff, namely, the prohibition current of opinion in favour of their prohibi-
of certain arms peculiarly adapted to offen- tion.
sive use, in view of the fact that these arms The arms which the treaties of peace
are already prohibited in the States bound themselves have indicated as being above
by the treaties of peace. all likely to be used for offensive purposes
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are those which should be prohibited in the Finally, it should obviously not be too
first place. The French proposal provides, difficult to reach an agreement regarding
for part of these arms, a special system the institution of a supervisory body
under which, in certain cases, they should organised as effectively as possible and
be placed at the disposal of the League. representing all the signatories of the future
Some delegations undoubtedly would not Convention.
consider this system sufficiently reassuring,
and would prefer the absolute prohibition We can therefore note that agreement
of those arms which are of a particularly seems possible regarding the prohibition
offensive nature and dangerous to the of specially offensive arms, the appreciable
maintenance of peace. For my part I am reduction of military expenditure and the
convinced that the farther we can go institution of effective supervision, even if

towards the prohibition of these arms, the we find it impossible to overcome the

greater will be the security of the nations. difficulties arising in other directions.
I hope in any case that it will be possible
to reach an agreement to limit the use oA large number of delegates at thi
of these implements of war to such an extent ae convinced that
as to diminish very appreciably the danger the prohibition of the most offensive
to peace which their very existence will te t t cvi pol n, togetherto peace which their very existence will weapons and those representing the greatest

~~~always present. |threat to the civilian population, together
~~always present. ^ with the reduction of the level of armaments

The agreement shown in the various and the establishment of effective control,
statements concerning the necessity of tak- would in themselves constitute a very
ing special steps against certain arms which considerable advance in the direction of
threaten to render future wars even more security. It is difficult to imagine anything
terrible than warfare in the past is in else that would contribute so effectively
itself a very important fact. If we succeed to moral disarmament. So long as the great
in concluding a Convention on this subject, war organisations, powerful armies and
the consequence will be a very appreciable navies, remain intact, so long as men's
reduction in military expenditure and minds are haunted by the dangers that
personnel, at any rate in the case of the reside in the possibility of another great
larger countries, provided it is laid down war in which new means of destruction would
that the personnel and money saved by be in operation, so long will it be impossible
these measures must not be used for other to achieve moral disarmament, from which
military purposes. In the States in which alone complete security can issue. In our
these implements of war have not hitherto eyes moral disarmament, based on a large re-
played an important part, their general pro- duction of armaments as provided in Article 8,
hibition would doubtless facilitate reductions is the best possible guarantee of security.
in other military branches. Guarantees of security founded on force will

The statements of the various delegations always be imperfect, since it is impossible
show that countries are prepared to accept o foresee the issue of a war even witha
an appreciable reduction on military expen- considerable knowledge of the forces of the
diture. Some delegations have expressly belligernts. Moreover, it is beyond question

declared that such reduction is necessary. that the uncertainty of war, which has been

Others have been more reserved, but they proved in the past, has greatly increased
too have accepted the idea of reduction since chemical warfare began to play such an

under certain conditions. The military important and ever-increasing part.
expenditure of the various States certainly At the same time we quite understand
does not form a very reliable criterion
for comparison. Armaments of the same that great Powers which take a prepon
efficacy may be twice or even three times derant share in world polities, and eve
more costly in one country than in another other ontri not entirely a
owing to the differences in military organis- ease n regard to their neighbours, shoun
ation, the level of prices and other factors. demand additional guarantees before con 
But it is also true that in any one State sentgs. This view is very clearly ex-

changes made in its military expenditure armaments. This view is very clearly ex-
changes made in its military pexpenditur pressed in the French proposal put forward
are constantly proportionate to the changes r
in the level of its armaments. For the by M. Tardie
masses of the population, at all events, First of all it is asked that the system of
a reduction in the regular annual military justice organised by the League and the
expenditure will be the most tangible sign obligation to resort only to peaceful means
of the value of the Convention we are should be strengthened. Great progress has
preparing, already been made in this direction by the

It should be added that, in fixing the ratio Covenant, the Locarno Treaties, the Paris
of reduction for each State, it will always Pact, a large number of arbitration treaties,
be necessary to remember the geographical the General Act, the Convention of Finan-
and political situation of the State in cial Assistance, the Convention to improve
question. This, as M. Tardieu has pointed the means of preventing war. Compulsory
out, is one of the principles of Article 8 arbitration without reserve is not yet,
of the Covenant. however, accepted by all countries. So far
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as we are concerned, I need hardly say that extent to which the armaments of individual
we should be delighted if the system of countries have been reduced. As long as
compulsory arbitration became general. they stand where they do now, an interna-
Denmark voted for the Geneva Protocol, the tional force will have to be very powerful
central idea of which was compulsory arbi- indeed if it is to be really effective, and it
tration. We regretted the failure of that will be extremely difficult to organise an
Protocol. We were among the first to international force on such a large scale.
ratify the General Act in its entirety. In any case, I have some doubt as to the
Every effort to secure the consent of all possibility of forming an international force
countries to compulsory arbitration will out of national contingents.
receive our support, and I venture to hope My impression, however, is that among the
that, in view of the present threatening ideas that have been advanced in this con-
position, it might be possible to secure nection there is one that offers greater
unanimity on this point if we succeeded in possibilities than the rest, and has certainly
agreeing upon a Convention for the reduc- gained ground during the last few years.
tion of armaments. The idea in question is that of an air force

There is another problem that arises - organised by the League or by the States
that of more precise rules for the application signatory to a disarmament convention,
of the sanctions provided for in Article 16 and which would be constantly at the disposal
for the speedy organisation of investigations of an authority set up by those signatories.
in doubtful cases ; above all, that of defining Here again, it is true, very difficult problems
the aggressor. This idea will meet with no would arise in regard to the command,
opposition in principle. The difficulty, as the personnel, the station and the whole
numerous discussions have shown, is to organisation. I am by no means sure,
formulate more specific rules and to find a however, that those difficulties could not
clear definition of the aggressor. I freely be overcome. One of the essential conditions
admit, however, that any definition, even for the efficacy of such a force would cer-
if the jurists found it imperfect, would be tainly be that individual countries should
of great value when statesmen were called be forbidden to maintain any military air-
upon to decide who was the aggressor in craft except for purposes of exploration,
any particular case. and that civil aviation used for transport

should be internationalised as is con-
Lastly, we find once again in the French templated in the French proposal.

proposal the idea of setting up an interna-
tional force, an international police, which It seems to me, therefore, that, not-
France put forward at the Peace Conference, 'withstanding the differences of opinion
and which gave rise to all kinds of discussion. that have found expression in the speeches

we have heard during the last few days,
In itself it is a perfectly logical idea. An it is possible to hold an exhaustive discussion

international institution should have some dealing with a series of practical measures
means of enforcing its rules just as a State which might lead to an agreement on a
has. The Covenant itself expresses this number of important questions that would
idea. Article 16 provides for means of lessen the danger of war, increase security
coercion. Hitherto, these sanctions have and appreciably reduce the present heavy
never been applied, and it has been made burdens on all countries.
plain in the course of our debates that some p i r 
of us have little belief in their efficacy. The problem is, of course, political ratherthan technical. If the statesmen are deter-
For my part, I feel that the greatest dif- mined to succeed the tesmen a difficulties
ficulty is to agree as to the application mned to ccee the technical difficultie
of those sanctions. If a situation develops can be overcome. It is certainly difficult
in which the necessary agreement is secured to reconcile the views prevalent invarious
to bring the sanctions into operation, then countries and to saisfy public opinion in
I think they will be thoroughly effective,eal ere e tsof findg an agree
especially economic sanctions. Obviously, re nterests. The ta of finding an agree-
however, they will be still more effective men a very hard one, I know, for the
if there has been a far-reaching reduction esmen, who at this moment eara
in the' armaments of individual States. heavy responsibility; but I trust that the

plain necessity for achieving success will
The French delegation, and doubtless give them strength to accomplish that

other delegations as well, think however task.
that it would be helpful to organise inthat it would be helpful toorganise in .Previous speakers have almost all referredaddition, in some form or other, interna- he ombre background of our discus-
tional forces which would be available 

wthout dl ^^ ^ ^ ^ sions--the unhappy events in the Far
East, which, as Baron Bamel emphasised

In my view the problem that arises here yesterday, constitute a very serious threat
is whether it is feasible to organise such to the authority of the League ; the financial
forces and to ensure that they are used panic which is paralysing production and
justly and effectually. Needless to say, causing an unprecedented volume of unem-
on this point, as in the case of the sanctions ployment; the policy of economic isolation
provided for in Article 16, the efficacy of which is growing daily in strength. At a
these means of coercion will depend on the time when the world has a marvellously
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perfect apparatus of production, men and The President. - His Excellency M. Benes,
machines have no work to do; at a time when Miinister for Foreign Affairs, delegate for
transport has reached an unparalleled degree Czechoslovakia, will address the Conference.
of development, frontiers are being closed
to goods. All this movement is utterly M. Benes (Czechoslovakia):
inconsistent with modern technique, withOur Pre t e d 
the science of economics, with popular Preident explained tothe science of economics, with popular us fully in his excellent opening speech all
common sense, and with the idea of co-coperaton sense, andwi the idme of which the preparations and efforts that have beenoperation in the name of which the League made since 1921 within the Leage, and
was founded. We all know well that, if we made sine 1921 withi the eague, and

prevent our neig.hbour from -elling we even outside it, in connection with the twoprevent our neighbours from selling, weaso prevent the from buying. Yet all sessential problems now before the Conferencealso prevent them from buying. Yet a1.
of us - in varying degrees, it is true - - t rgn ton of peace and the limi-.ttion and reduction of armnnments.are forced to swim with the rising tide of r ar es
measures of isolation. These facts are before our eyes and in

our minds, and I have no intention of
From day to day it is becoming more referring to them again. In particular, I

evident that this movement cannot long have no wish to reopen the famous debate
continue without leading to an unprece- on security and disarmament. I think that
dented cataclysm. The peoples will not at the present time, when the whole world
understand why they should live in poverty is waiting for us to accomplish something
when there is an abundance of everything positive, we should turn our attention
they require. As M. Paul Painleve said, six rather to definite facts and proposals that
years ago: "Either the atmosphere of could be immediately carried into effect,
distrust in which we are plunged will taking into account existing world politics.
vanish, or this distrust will grow and Looking at matters from this standpoint,
inevitably cause a terrible war of self- I have the honour - the Conference having
defence which will really mean the end heard the voices of the Great Powers whose
of our civilisation. " The truth of those role is decisive in the matter of disarmament
words is even plainer to-day than at the - to explain to you how the Government of
time when they were uttered. a small Power which, in view of its geogra-

phical situation, is particularly interested
Modern civilisation is on the verge of in the organisation of peace and the problems

an abyss. If we are to save it, we must of disarmament, sees these questions and
find a solution for those grave and menacing the present political situation as a whole.
problems which are so intimately linked The situation in Europe, and indeed
- the problem of reparations, the problem throughout the whole world, is most serious.
of economic isolation and the problem of The Far East is practically in a state of war.
armaments which are creating a constant Europe, disturbed by several serious dis-
danger of another great war, followed by putes, is, so to speak, undergoing a process of
terrible social upheavals. disintegration. Political dissensions have

been accompanied by a very serious econo-I am not contemplating any complete mic and financial crisis, itself complicated
solution. That, unhappily, is impossibl y the difficult problem of reparations andat the present moment. What is absolutely war debts. All these factors are causing
necessary, however, is a partial solution enormous difficulties in every country, are
of such a nature that international confi-increasing party strife and personal dis-increasing party strife and personal dis-deuce may again begin to rc l agr thateement, and are disrupting the whole
and goods may again begin to circulate political, social and moral structure of the
from one country to another in conformity world.
with natural laws and may no longer be T , 
arrested by insuperable artificial barriers. ad ever-r general uncertintyt btw tand ever-growing distrust between the

Six years ago, M. Painleve, when opening nations, and, finally, the fear of some
the sixth Assembly, gave it these three grave and unforeseen event, of some fait
watchwords: " Hope, venture, persevere " accompli, which constitute so many terrible

blows directed against the vital interests of
During the thirteen years that have all. Such is the present moral state of the

elapsed since the great war, the peoples world, and it would serve no useful purpose
have lived in the hope that it would be to conceal these truths behind ambiguous
possible to create an international organi- phraseology.
sation ensuring both peace and co-operation True, very many States here represented
among the nations; important preparatory have signed a considerable number of
work has been undertaken during those treaties and pacts guaranteeing the defence
thirteen years; the peoples have persevered of certain of their interests. But the events
in their efforts despite all the cruel disap- of the last few years and the last few months
pointments they have suffered. have thoroughly shaken - let us have the

courage to admit this - have thoroughly
To-day we have reached the decisive shaken the confidence of many in the

hour - the hour when it has become our signatures of statesmen, in certain inter-
imperative duty to succeed. national institutions, and even in the efficacy
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of the Covenant of the League of Nations institutions. But it must be admitted that
as it is beginning to be applied to-day. the political, economic and moral situa-

It seems to me therefore that the imperious tion of the leading countries and recent
duty of all of us is to bear constantly in events, both world-wide and European, have
mind the responsibility which is incumbent not encouraged such a feeling, so that the
upon us to-day from the standpoint of limitation and reduction of armaments can
history and of our several countries, and, only be accomplished by stages, as con-
conscious of this responsibility, to trace fidence, responding to the really effective
out beforehand our attitude towards the working of the Geneva institutions, increases.
Conference by imposing on ourselves-- We have still to consider, in the light of
each one of us - certain essential obliga- political realities, what step can be taken
tions which must be fulfilled at all costs. now. It is on this point that we shall
These obligations are, I think, embodied shortly be concentrating our efforts in the
in the following principles: discussions in the various commissions.

1. At this Conference, there must at all 3 It should also be stated that this
costs be signed a first Convention for thet s a s foll
limitation and reduction of armaments.limitation and reduction of armaments. first stage will, in a few years, be followed
We must determine not to separate finally by another stage, which must necessarily
until we have achieved that result. depend on the political evolution of the

Several speakers here and elsewhere have world.
declared that it would be a catastrophe if We all know quite well that the present
we were to separate without achieving real state of armaments, the present political
results. I venture to view the situation malaise in Europe, the diminution of con-
more calmly, though I am prepared to fidence in international institutions, are the
realise the force of such a contingency, and sure and inevitable corollaries of conflicts,
am fully alive to its dangerous possibilities - disputes or a state of tension between
namely, general uncertainty would be certain countries. We all know that the
increased, confidence would be still further problem of debts and reparations, the
shaken, each country's fear of the others friction or disputes in certain parts of Europe,
would be more acute, and faith in interna- the difficulties between certain great Powers
tional institutions would be still fainter. are inevitably preventing progress in the
We should be going still farther forward into solution of the problems of the limitation
one of those political and historical periods, and reduction of armaments.
not rare in the history of humanity, which We must make up our minds to reach.the
have been characterised by the preponder- second stage as soon as possible. To that
ating reign of force and the gradual abandon- signature of the first disarma-end, after the signature of the first disarma-
ment of the reign of law. ment convention, the new atmosphere result-

One st consi e o ing from the most considerable results ofmust engender a
the last war has been the great progress powerful movement in all the States
of international law, which, by founding leading to the settlement between the
institutions like the League of Nations, Powers concerned, great or small, of the
by proclaiming the principle, contained in problems which are poisoning the atmos-
the Briand-Kellogg Pact, of the outlawry phere of Europe and the world and prevent-
of war and the idea of general international ing us for progressing any further.
arbitration, has sought to create or, at
all events, inaugurate a new era of law and This, I think, is the only method which
organised peace. A negative evolution will enable us to succeed; thus, we should
such as I have outlined would, on the con- revert to the respect for covenants and
trary, be a most dangerous backward step. treaties and for the authority of international
We should of course be obliged sooner or institutions and, this I think, is, in the last
later to revert to the recognised reign of law analysis, the true position with regard to
and organised peace, for apart from those the famous dilemma, security or disarma-
two policies which necessarily succeed one ment, and is the real and final solution of
another, there is no other policy in human both these problems.
society; but, before then, what misfortunes, For thirteen years, the Czechoslovak
what misery should we not have to expe- Government has followed this policy without
rience ? Perhaps it would be only the any variation. It has, at the present time,
individual misfortune of a single State, more cogent reasons than ever for continuing
perhaps it might be merely a long and to pursue the same policy with greater
unhappy state of depression such as we firmness, perseverance and, above all, con-
are passing through to-day -- but who viction.
knows whether it might not be something 
far worse e Since 1921, Czechoslovakia has taken not

only an active but a positive, definite and
2. We must then recognise a truth which practical part in all work connected with

is clear to us all- even if some do not the two problems before the present Con-
say it aloud - that the essential condition ference: disarmament, on the one hand,
for the success of the work of disarmament and guarantees of security, on the other.
is a certain degree of confidence between As a member of the Military Commission
ourselves and confidence in international in 1921, the Czeckoslovak delegation helped
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to prepare Resolution XIV in 1922 and the aim of which is to strengthen the authority
Treaty of Mutual Assistance in 1923, for and power of the League Council. One
which I myself was iapporteur. You all essential part of this policy is, and must
remember the part our delegation played obviously be, real and effective action with
in 1924 in framing the Geneva Protocol, a view to the limitation and reduction of
which was signed and ratified by our armaments.
Government. After the rejection of the Faithful to these political principles, I
Protocol, I took an active part in the therefore desire to submit to you our con-
work at Locarno, as a result of which we tribution to the work of the Conference.
signed the Treaty of Arbitration with Czechoslovakia has always respected her
Germany and the Protocol under which signature and the international obligations
the signatories agreed to begin the prepa- she has assumed. She has signed Article 8
ratory work for disarmament. In so far as of the Covenant; she will execute and fulfil
a small Power was able to do so, we partici- her obligations.
pated in the negotiations for the Briand- With regard to the substance of this
Kellogg Pact, of which we were also one of obligation, our Government accepts as a
the original signatories. We have moreover basis the work that has been accomplished
stated that we shall be prepared to sign in the course of some years by the Prepa-
special Pacts of non-aggression with any ratory Commission resulting in the draft
other Power that may desire to do so. Convention with which you are all familiar.

Side by side with these activities, the aim I have accordingly the honour to state here,
of which was the pacification of the post- on behalf of the Czechoslovak Government,
war world and the systematic and final that my country accepts the draft as a
organisation of peace, we also participated whole and the principles embodied in it.
in all preparatory work for the limitation It accepts the method of presentation of
and reduction of armaments. the six sections of the Convention - in parti-

cular, those parts relating to effectives and
The Czechoslovak Government, faithful the period of service, those relating to land,

to its policy of peace and internati national val and air armaments, and those relating
rapprochement, also signed all the Con- to budgetary expenditure. It further
ventions prepared by the Committee on accepts the view embodied in the Convention
Arbitration and Security. Finally, it has regarding the exchange of information as to
acceded to Article 36 of the Statute the position of the armaments of the various
of the Permanent Court of International countries, and also the organisation of the
Justice. Permanent Disarmament Commission, and

As you see, we have never varied or even the prohibition of chemical warfare.
hesitated in our policy, which has never had At the same time, having made this
any special or hidden aims. That policy declaration of general acceptance of the
has been for twelve years the expression work so far accomplished, and reserving
of the feelings of our people, of the con- the right to present figures for our armed
viction and faith of their leaders and the forces and to compare them with the
manifestation of a hope for a long period military forces of such other countries as
of peace and a new era in the history of are of particular concern to us, I would
the world. It has from time to time been amplify my statement by the following
criticised, even in my own country, by those general remarks:
who, realising our particularly difficult
geographical situation, did not believe in 1. The Czechoslovak Government is of
the regular and effective operation of the opinion that, when an agreement has been
international institutions of Geneva or the reached betwen the Powers concerned regar-
real value of the international treaties and ding the figures necessary for each of them,
conventions signed. the present draft Convention should state at

once the principle of a clear and definite
As Minister for Foreign Affairs, I have limitation of armaments.

been largely responsible for the whole of
this policy followed by our Government 2. It is prepared to agree to supervision
since the war. Those criticisms - which over effectives, armaments and the manu-
to-day might be regarded as justified, at facture of and trade in arms, on a more
all events to a certain extent, if we consider comprehensive and effective scale than the
certain events which have occurred during supervision provided for in the draft Conven-
the present world and European crisis tion, or than that which has hitherto been
- those criticisms I have neutralised by operative in certain cases.
reinforcing the policy of international agree-
ments by means of supplementary regional 3. It would like a more complete system
agreements which I hoped and still hope of prohibition against chemical and bacte-
to see embodied in wider agreements within riological warfare to be established, and is
the framework of the European Union. prepared to extend that prohibition to
I come before the Conference to-day to state other forms of offensive warfare, more
once more my faith in the need for a policy especially the aerial bombardment of the
of peace and for the progressive, systematic civil population and of the towns, parti-
and scientific organisation of peace, the cularly the capitals, of belligerent countries.
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4. It holds strongly that this last only gradually being organised according to
measure should be supplemented by a the plans laid down between 1920 and 1923.
system of penalties. This minimum programme, which is not

yet completed, could be to a certain extent
5. Having examined the proposals of altered or even reduced if an agreement

the French delegation, I wish to say on could be reached in the matter with the
behalf of our delegation that we feel that they other Powers, and if the nature of the
are highly important and call for very Convention as a whole were such that the
careful consideration. Our delegation does Czechoslovak Government could accept it
not doubt that the Powers concerned will with confidence and with the certainty
be able to arrive at definite results in their that, in so doing, it would not be failing in it
negotiations on this subject, and we declare duties to the nation, in its responsibilities
now that we are prepared to accept them - to the people or in its international obliga-
after detailed discussion of their specific tions.
provisions - either as a whole or such parts
of them as may be adopted by the other Such is the programme and such is the
Powers. The proposals of other Powers pt b yo td e t same]Powers. The proposals of other Powers point of view that it has been my duty to
will likewise be very attentively considered put before you to-day, embodying the same
by the Ozechoslovak delegation. it moderate, realistic and sincere political

outlook and the same hope for a better
future that my country has been cherishing

6. Finally we feel that, inasmuch as there for nearly fourteen years in every field of
has been a certain loss of confidence in the international politics in which she has been
international institutions which represent able to make her influence felt.
the principal guarantees of security for the
smaller nations and all of which, without I am putting before you, sberly but
exception, are designed to ensure peace and the sincerely, moderately but in the interests
administration of international justice, we of peace and with profound faith in the pos-
are bound to give particular consideration sibility of accomplishing useful work, what
to this important circumstance and to the Czechoslovak Government-with a
endeavour to devise means of establishing view to applying Article 8 of the Covenant
a more comprehensive, firm and efficacious of the League in existing political circum-
system for the administration of interna- stances - regards as its contribution to the
tional justice. In this matter, the examination international organisation of peace.
of the French proposals will afford us an My Government is profoundly convinced
opportunity of which the Conference will that a convention for the limitation and
undoubtedly take the fullest advantage. reduction of armaments on the lines that

I pass now to the second fundamental I have indicated is practicable; that it
principle of the Convention which we are would be of real benefit to all Powers without
preparing to sign, subject to the condition exception, whatever their attitude or their
I have just stated -namely, the principle proposals during the previous discussions;
of the reduction of armaments. and that the mere signature of such a con-

vention would in itself be a long step towards
1. The Czechoslovak Government thinks the recovery of our distempered world and

that the Convention might, even at the the speedy solution of the present economic
present stage, embody and apply the second and political crisis.
fundamental principle of any action really have to-day deliberately epresed
amounting to disarmament by stages, - myself in general terms and refrained from
namely, the principle of the reduction of offering any criticism or drawing any com-
armaments.

aarmaments. parison with the armed forces of any
country. I should like to conclude my state-

2. In this connection, we are willing, ment by setting before you a page from our
if the other Powers are also willing, to sub- national history which, insignificant as it
mit to the Conference the reductions that may be to you, is, I feel, worthy to be
our country regards at the present juncture recalled on the occasion of this memorable
as compatible with our national security. Conference, the first of its kind in the
Those reductions would affect the period history of the world.
of service in our land army, which of course t T Ya a, 

involves a decrease in our average daily brought in its train, among other events, the
peace-time effectives, destruction of the Czech nation and the

final loss of our independence, there deve-
3. Lastly the Czechoslovak delegation loped in Europe a situation analogous to

does not refuse to examine, if the other that which followed the war of 1914-1918:
Powers interested agree, the possibility of a grave economic, political and moral crisis,
reducing the budgetary expenditure which and prolonged negotiations for the conclu-
has been considered as essential for the sion of a lasting peace and the pacification
upkeep of our army. The Czechoslovak of Europe. A very large proportion of the
army is young, it is the army of a new Czech governing class, who had defended
State which has no military traditions; it is our national independence and the religious
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reform of the day, were obliged to go into remember that your negotiations must
exile. They attended the various peace con- be conducted in a calm and even
gresses to urge our rights and to uphold our manner, not passionately; frankly, not
claims. deceitfully; with an open soul, not insi-

In 1667, the delegates of the Powers diously. Then therefore ye will be bliss-
concerned met at Breda to continue the ful with your kings and peoples, if the
negotiations. The leader of the Czech glorious work of God, the work of justice,
exiles, the celebrated teacher and philo- peace, flourish under your hands, so that
sopher, J. A. Comenius, delivered to the in times to come the people of God
delegates to the congress a great address may dwell in a peaceable habitation, in
on the subject of peace, which embodied such sure dwellings, and in quiet resting-places. "
profound ideas, such lofty thought, such It is in the spirit that informed my great
integrity of feeling and such eternal truths compatriot nearly three centuries ago that
as may serve to-day -- after three centuries my country is taking its part in this Confe-
of struggle for the restoration of our national rence. Our present enterprise is not a mere
independence - to guide the Czechoslovak human undertaking; it is destined to
delegation at Geneva in its action, and to become historic and immortal in the annals
prove to every delegation without exception of mankind, either by its success or by its
that the problems we have now to solve failure - to over-leap generations and
presented themselves in the same form to all to outlive the political preoccupations of
previous generations. men and parties and the local and national

In paragraph 58 of his address to the situations that exist in our day.
Peace Congress of Breda, Jean Comenius Inspired by-these lofty ideals, and faith-
made the following appeal to the delegatesterntional obligion ofitful to the international obligations of its
of the Powers:~~oft the Powers :country, the Czechoslovak delegation will

"Ye Ambassadors of Peace, then, that endeavour to transfer them to the plane
ye may do justice to your name, place in the of existing political realities, and it will not
scales not only the plans of men but also abandon our negotiations here until it has
those of God ; bear in mind, not only what signed the first Convention for the limitation
your kings, but also what the King of kings and reduction of armaments.
requireth from you ; have as your
aim not war, but peace; and therefore (The Conference rose at 12.55 p.m.)
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CONTENTS. memoranda in a concise and as far as possible
tabulated form.

23. REQUEST BY THE PRESIDENT FOR THE SUBMISSION

IN WRITING OF THE PROPOSALS OF THE DELEGA- I make this suggestion in order to
TIONS. facilitate our work. As soon as a sufficient

24. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION. number of such memoranda is received
y Sr G e P y ( I intend to consult the Bureau as to the

M. Zarine (Latvia), Count Apponyi (Hun- best method of arranging our future work.
gary) and Dr. Yen (China).

24. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL
23 - REQUEST BY THE PRESIDENT DISCUSSION.

FOR THE SUBMISSION IN WRITING
OF THE PROPOSALS OF THE The President. - We shall now continue
DELEGATIONS. the general discussion. The first speaker

on the list is Sir George Perley, Minister,
The President. - I should be grateful if delegate of Canada.

delegations which intend to present concrete
proposals as well as those which have Sir George Perley (Canada). - The Domi-
either announced to the Conference their nion of Canada, which has a deep and abiding
intention to do so, or have already presented interest in the reduction and limitation
such proposals in statements of a general of armaments as a method of ensuring
nature, would formulate them in separate world peace, is united in urging with all
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the power at her command that something We appreciate, of course, the relation
practical and concrete should be done between armaments and national security.
toward this end at the present Conference. but our experience has taught us that
Her delegation will be proud to carry reduction of armaments can itself be a
out its instructions to give any assistance source of security. The two are, indeed,
within its power in the achievement of interrelated and interdependent. Certainly,
this much-to-be-desired result. every page of history proves that no

permanent security can be found in
armaments alone, for every effort made

Canada is conscious of the fact that the to achieve that form of security means
solution of the problems before the Confer security for some one else. Your security
ence is of direct and vital importance becomes your neighbour's insecurity, and
to her, as indeed it must be to every State, he, inspired by considerations of fear and
no matter what its position may be. There self-defence, builds p hs own armaments
is no country which can escape the result The viios circle has begun, from which
of what this Conference may do, or refuse thr e sword cuts
to do, at this time. On every country through.
represented here there rests a solemn Our own country is, we have the right
obligation to do what lies within its power to say, relatively without armaments. We
to make that result one of benefit to are more than ten millions of people, and
humanity. Nowhere is this obligation the fifth trading nation in the world, but
taken more seriously, either by the Govern- our armaments, as the figures which we
ment or by the people, than in the country have published show, are calculated only
which I and my colleagues have the honour for the preservation of internal order and
to represent here. In no country is the for the performance of the obligations
interest in this Conference, or anxiety imposed on us by international law. In
for its success, greater than in the Dominion no conceivable sense could they be consi-
of Canada. The presence here in our dered as a menace to any State. Never-
delegation of two Ministers of the Crown theless, we feel secure.
and the President of our National Council W 
of Women of Canada is an indication of e t tht ths security is in some
the imp ortance that our GovernmyIent measure the result of a happy combination
attahche to itt. our Goveof historical, political and geographicalattaches to it.

circumstances. Canada is one of the self-
governing countries which compose the
British Commonwealth of Nations. On the

The Canadian petitions that have been east and west we face the ocean; on the
laid before you are a witness to the intense north, the arctic seas. On the south we have
interest of our people in your deliberations. as our neighbour a great and friendly
This morning I received a cable from Ottawa nation, with whom we have developed
telling me that further signatures have now machinery for arbitration and conciliation,
come in to those petitions, so that they the successful functioning of whichis causing
now number over half a million out of a the peaceful settlement of disputes between
population of ten million. Those petitions us (and we have many of them) to become
are no meaningless lists of names but the a habit rather than an event. Our experience
living expression of the public opinion of in this regard has brought us the conviction
our Dominion on this question of disarm- that the best insurance against war is the
ament. A half million of our citizens, no friendship and goodwill of your neighbours.
small proportion of our population, repre- We do not deny that in respect to our own
senting every class and every section, have situation, then, we are one of the most
made this declaration for peace through favoured of countries. Yet we make bold
reduction of arms. In the dark days of to declare that armies on our frontiers
1914-1918, the Canadian people put all or warships on our inland seas might
their energy into war; they are happy prejudice the beneficent effect of that
now to be able to devote that energy to fortunate situation.
peace. We take this Disarmament Confer- In respet to the rganisation of peace,
ence very seriously, because its success p of ic e appr
will provide an alternative to war and we we recni e the value of the map agree-

nto take war seriously, we recognise the value of the many agree-
have beeYn forced mto tae war seriously. ments that have been made during the last

twelve years, and we are convinced that
those agreements should already have

His Majesty's Government in Canada is resulted in a marked reduction of arma-
convinced that the time has now come ments, rather than in the disturbing
for a general limitation and reduction increases which, in many cases, the published
of armaments, and we believe that, for figures show. We think further that this
this purpose, the draft Convention now organisation of peace can best be achieved
before the Conference, though it includes at this time by emphasising the prevention
details which require further examination, of conflict, rather than the punishment
provides a suitable basis for discussion and of aggression; by building up machinery
consideration. for conciliation, rather than providing for
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sanctions; by using the League of Nations of peace and greater stability in international
as a channel through which international relations. The impressive demonstration of
public opinion can express itself, rather Saturday last was such as to give us fresh
than by developing it into a super-State. strength to persevere along the path pointed
In adopting this view, which we genuinely out by world opinion.
consider to be a constructive one, we are
convinced that we are serving, not merely tv o ffers a particularly fertile soar

Our own interests, but the true interests for the propagation of the ideal of disarma-
of alnl i nations as b tewellr. - ment and the safeguarding of peace, for the
of all nations as well. prosperity of my country, its very existence

It has at times been suggested that our as an independent State and the cultural
own fortunate situation and our isolation development of the Latvian people are
in the New World have made us indifferent possible only if the reign of peace is established
to the problems of the Old. We frankly in its territory, in neighbouring countries and
admit our reluctance to become involved throughout the world. The Latvian people
in political problems over which we have suffered very severely through the world
no control and whose solution we cannot war. Their territory was one vast battle-
affect, but we are not indifferent to those field. The country was invaded by foreign
problems. Bitter experience has taught armies, bringing devastation and misery in
us in Canada that under present conditions their train. Even to-day the wounds
we live in a world of interdependent States, inflicted by the world war and by the war
and fifty thousand Canadians who will of independence which followed it are not
forever sleep in European soil are silent yet healed. That is why the Latvian nation
witnesses to this fact. is so loyal and zealous a supporter of peace,

since peace alone can secure its liberty and
May I repeat, in conclusion, that His the independence won at the cost of such

Majesty's Government in Canada will whole- great sacrifice.
heartedly support any and every construc-
tive proposal for the limitation and reduction My Government, whilst not one of those
of armaments which may be laid before which assisted in the preparation of the
this Conference. We believe that action draft Convention now before us, is prepared
towards this end should be taken, and taken to take that draft as a basis for our delibera-
now. Further delay would be fatal. tions, reserving the right, however, to its

delegation to submit proposals or amend-
The generation that remembers so well ments. I may say at once, however, that

the horror, the futility, the brutality of or delegation will support any measure or
war is passing away. This may be the last proposal which has for its object the limitation
great opportunity given to us to act, before and reduction of armaments. Similarly, my
responsibility passes to those for whom the country is prepared to support and accede
sound of the trumpet may seem to be a call to proposals designed to create a system of
to adventure rather than a summons to mutual assistance which would guarantee
death. its security and independence. We sincerely

If we seize this opportunity, we may hope that the present Conference may reach
possibly exaggerate our success. But, if a satisfactory solution of this problem.
we let it pass, we shall never be able to The Latvian delegation has accordingly
exaggerate the tragedy of our failure. noted with special interest the concrete

proposals for the creation of an international
e Preid. - M. Crl Zrin force under the control and authority of the

The President. - M. Charles Zarine, ations. The Latvian Govern-
Minister for Foreign Affairs, delegate of League of Nations. e atvia e

Latvia will address the Conference. ment will examine those proposals with the
Latvia, will address greatest attention and sympathy. We shall

also support any other proposal that may
M. Zarine (Latvia): guarantee the peace and territorial integrity

of our country, any proposal based on the
T·raqnslation : Latvia is fully determined principles of the Treaty of Mutual Assistance

to lend her most loyal and earnest support of 192 and of the Geneva Protocol of 1924
to the work of this Conference, with a view each of which implied a fuller expression of
to bringing about a real limitation and reduc- the ideas underlying the League Covenant,
tion of armaments and thus putting an end ideas which must be taken into account
to the incessant preparations for war. also in any future scheme for international
World opinion calls imperatively for the organisation.
reduction of armed forces which represent a
constant menace to peace. We have heard The Latvian Government considers that
from this platform authoritative state- every effort should be made to preserve
ments on behalf of one country after another, mankind from the horrors of chemical and
bearing witness to the firm will of those bacteriological warfare. This can be
countries to lighten the heavy burden which accomplished only through the complete
the maintenance and increase of armaments prohibition of the manufacture and employ-
imposes upon the peoples. We have wel- ment of chemical weapons. We whole-
comed with profound satisfaction the decla- heartedly welcome the French proposal
rations of statesmen urging the consolidation with regard to new rules for the protection
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of the civilian population. The Latvian of unforeseen political changes, is not merely
delegation is, moreover, of opinion that it an ideal aspiration but a paramount national
would be desirable even to prohibit the interest for us.
employment of aggressive instruments of
war, such as bombs dropped from the air, In prefacing these remarks to the few
large-calibre guns and tanks. observations I shall offer as my contribution

to our present discussions on the peaceWe are prepared to support the proposals idea, I am not departing from the veryideal, I am not departing from the veryfor the limitation of the period of military wise and sound recommendation made by
service and a general reduction of armedservice and a general reduction of armed the first delegate of France, that we should
forces within the meaning of Article 8 of tforces within the maning of Article 8 of confine ourselves strictly to the problems

—~the Covenant.^ before us. This meeting, though it is to
I should like to remind you that Latvia serve the cause of peace, is not a new peace

has already considerably reduced her military conference; we are not here to examine
budget. The period of military service has frontiers; our sole purpose, our special
recently been curtailed, and the country purpose, is to find ways and means - and
possesses no factories for the manufacture with that end in view to translate will into
of arms or war material. We are, never- action - to effect a reduction which every-
theless, prepared to go even further in the one desires and which is felt by all nations
direction of the reduction of armaments to be a material and economic, as well as
and to accept any obligations which can a political and moral, need.
fairly be reconciled with the maintenance
of internal peace, national security Peace is not in itself an isolated problem.
and independence and the discharge of It is rather the central star around which all
international undertakings. other social problems revolve, as the planets

At the present time when the world revolve around the sun. Whether we areAt the present time, when the world
economic system has been shaken to its cnlding arbitration treaties, whether we
foundations, and when all nations find are trying to bring the Covenant into
themselves faced with grave problems, the harmony with the conventions that have
solution of which will exercise a decisive been concluded - whatever particular work
influence upon their future development, a we are doing-the ultimate goal of our
reduction of armaments is absolutely indis- endeavour is always the same - the firmer

rpensableduto oaraetisboestablishment of peace. It is from this
standpoint that I want to consider the

I hope I may be permitted, in conclusion, modest contribution which my country can
to echo the President's assertion that the make to the present discussions.
failure of this Conference is unthinkable.
The Latvian people is confident that the What have we to offer? The representa-
Conference will achieve tangible results,ives of variou nations have from this
which will mark an important advance platform made valuable declarations
towards the consolidation of peace and sometimes incomplete perhaps - as to what
general disarmament armaments they contemplate sacrificing in

order to enable the general reduction that
The President. - Count Apponyi, former is our object to be attained.

Minister, and delegate of Hungary, will
address the Conference. But what are we to offer, we who are, in

the most literal sense of the term, disarmed,
Count Apponyi (Hungary): we who, to be precise, if a distinction is

drawn and maintained between the terms
Translation : The country I have the "disarmament" and "reduction of arma-

honour to represent at this Conference is a ments ", come under the first category -
small country, deprived of the advantage namely, complete disarmament? I fail to
enjoyed by other small countries, of having see what contribution we can offer towards
a geographical situation affording complete the general reduction of armaments by a
shelter from the turmoil of the political reduction of our own. Our position is a
world. We have been placed, as it were, on wholly special one, and since almost every
the high road of the conflicts that have shaken speaker fram this platform has so far
the world for centuries past, and, as a result, referred to the position of his country in
we have experienced such catastrophes that relation to the problem before us, I must
only the help of God and the energy of our take this opportunity of saying a few words
people have enabled us to survive. If there regarding mine.
is any nation to whose interest it is that
a new order should be set up, based upon My country's position in regard to disar-
law and not upon force, upon concord and mament is defined in Article 104 of the
co-operation and not upon rivalry, if there Treaty of Trianon. I will simply quote
is any nation to whose special interest is that article, because there will then be no
that peace should be established and con- need for me to give you statistics or figures.
solidated, that nation is Hungary. An Figures would be sensational, and I do not
assured peace, based upon justice and want to indulge in sensationalism; I want
equity, peace of soul, peace not at the mercy to steer clear of pitfalls.
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Article 104 of the Treaty of Trianon logically that I cannot but feel that the
reads as follows: other nations, those which are not yet -

I always like to use that word - Members
The Hungarian Army shall be devoted of the League, will be able to follow them.

exclusively [I emphasise the word] to the You all know that article; nevertheless
maintenance of order within the territory I think it will be useful to give a summary
of Hungary and to the control of her of its terms. The first paragraph states
frontiers " that the maintenance of peace requires

the reduction of national armaments to
the lowest point consistent with national

You see, there is no question of national safety and the enforcement by common
defence. The natural, imprescriptible right action of international obligations. That
of self-defence against unjust aggression is is the general rule, the rule which applies
denied in principle by the fact that we are to all alike.
forbidden to use the available military s t t 
forces for this purpose; moreover, this

prohibition is made effective, too, by our puts an end to all discussion of precedenceprohibition is made effective, toos by our
sheer inability to exercise that right.he two ideas of security and

disarmament, since it establishes security
The fact that such a natural and impre- as the central principle for the solution

scriptible right, the right of every individual, of the armaments reduction problem, as
not to speak of every nation, could have the essential condition for the reduction
been taken from us by treaty can be of armaments.
explained only in the light of the passions Paragraph 2 states that the Council
which prevailed at the time when the taking account of the geographical situation
treaties of peace were concluded. Even so, and circumstanes of each State, shall
that prohibition was only temporary, and formulate plans for arriving at this lowest
could only be accepted, despite the distressand decidig upon a figure.
under which the countries concerned were see, principle of legal equalityAs you see, the principle of legal equality
labouring, on the understanding that it was being laid down, wide scope is allowed
temporary; that was specifically stated in in the application of this principle, in accord-
the Preamble to Part V, containing the ance with the special requirements of
military clauses, which states that those each nation
clauses are imposed on certain countries in
order to render possible the initiation of a Any misgivings to which this principle
general limitation of armaments. of equality might give rise in certain

respects is removed, thanks to the
It was this understanding, this guarantee, elasticity of these obligations under para-

that the complete disarmament imposed on graph 2 of Article 8.
us, contrary to the natural right of every Sh is the code t r 
nation, was only temporary, that enabled armaments, and it applies to all. The
us to accept and sign the treaty.us to accept and sign the treaty. aen principle of legal equality is laid down in

Our entry into the League put an end to paragraph 1 and the necessary elasticity
that temporary state of affairs. From the in its application is provided in paragraph 2.
moment when we entered the League, the Such is the code which we ask to have
provisions of the Covenant applied to us, applied.
and just as we cannot evade any obligation It cannot be objected that, though that
imposed upon us by the Covenant, so also is the general rule applicable to all nations,
we cannot be refused any right accorded to there is one exception, a js singulare,
us by the Covenant. Our contribution to a special law for the nations which have
the general work, our participation in the been disarmed by the treaties of peace.
difficult work we have before us in effecting that objection even from the legal
a general reduction of armaments such as oit o ie, oe ot ho, because the

point of view, does not hold, because the
will satisfy all requirements and meet the Covenant forms an integral part of the
demands of public opinion, cannot take the treaties of peae which we have signed.
form of a renunciation of the armaments e did not sign them without th Covenant;
we do not possess. We can only insist upon we signed an instrument which contains
certain principles which must be applied the Covenant. There cannot be any in-
equally to all nations alike, this being the consistency between two rules of law
essential condition for securing results which in e and the same legal instrument. If
will really subordinate the reduction of any inconsistency is revealed, means must
armaments to the supreme interest - peace. be found to eliminate it. In this case, the

What then are these principles? I do not means lie to our hand: the disarmament
wish to expound theories or to propound rules contained in the treaties of peace
theorems having no authority other than are stated in the introduction to be only
my own. For us, Members of the League temporary. No exception is provided as
of Nations, the main lines on which arma- regards the rights and obligations contained
ments are to be reduced are laid down by in Article 8 of the Covenant, which applies
Article 8 of the Covenant. That of course to all nations. The rules laid down in the
is binding only on the Members of the treaties must necessarily bear the inter-
League, but it is drafted so wisely and so pretation that the exception they contain
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must be abolished when the disarmament course would be to expel it from your
problem is seriously considered. The rule society as morally defective.
providing for the security of all nations Here we have a matter on which agree-
does not permit of exceptions; it will ment is possible. If I have raised the
not bear any other interpretation. I repeat, question, it is because other speakers have
there can be no inconsistency between approached the problem with which we are
two rules of law contained in the same concerned from the special standpoint of
legal instrument. When it is not merely their own national position. But I will
possible, but particularly expedient, to not dwell upon this fact. Why, indeed, put
regard one of those rules as only temporary, one's shoulder to an open door? For the
when there is no reason to consider the other door is open, wide open, to the recognition
as liable to exception, the first rule must of the legal equality of all nations. Who,
necessarily - from the legal standpoint - then, would wish to close it?
be interpreted in such a way as not to We have listened in this hall to declara-
conflict with the second. tions by a number of persons who were

That, in my view, is beyond dispute presenting petitions to this assembly. We
the legal aspect of the question. Apart from listened to Lord Cecil, as the spokesman
this interpretation, however, there is the of a great association, including the leading
great moral precept laid down by a great personalities and popular masses of almost
Frenchman whose memory we all honour every country in the world: the "League
-I refer to M. L6on Bourgeois at a of Nations Union ". First among its demands,
time when the text of the Covenant was this great association has placed the recogni-
only in preparation. One of the members tion of the legal equality of all nations, the
of the Commission had submitted an amend- introduction of rules applicable to all
ment to Article 8 to the effect that (within the meaning of the Covenant, that
the acceptance of that article should not is to say, in accordance with the same
involve any modification of the obligations principle) though complying in their details
already accepted- that is a mere euphe- with the special requirements arising out of
mism -in regard to disarmament by the the geographical or other position of each
disarmed nations and laid down in the nation. This petition, it is true, adds that
treaties of peace. legal equality must not be obtained through

an increase in armaments, but solely through
To this amendment M. Leon Bourgeois' their redction. For my part, I see no

reply - and it is irrefutable - was that a objection to such a proposal. We remain
League of Nations in which there were two of our own free will in that state of disarma-
classes of Members would be no League. ment which can enable order to be main-
That being so, the most useful contribution ined at home and the police supervisiontained at home and the police supervision
we can make to the joint task with which of the frontiers to be carried out only if the
we are faced is to take this principle of the other nations consent to act as we do. We
legal equality of the nations - which is have no desire to increase our arms; our
implicit in Article 8 of the Covenant and only wish is for legal equality.
which no nation worthy of the name could If such equality can be obtained by the
renounce- implant tinthepublic mind and sole means of disarmament we certainly
conscience and strive for its acceptance in a shallnot object, since the principle that
spirit of general fraternity and good faith. effective disarmament must be applied as
That is a point on which we cannot give widely a possible, figures in our own
way. programme, one of the points of which

We brought ourselves to accept the was unanimously adopted by the Inter-
inequality embodied in the treaties, because Parliamentary Union, which is made up
it was understood that such inequality of legislators of all civilised countries.
would be only temporary in character and The Conference itself is imbued with this
because it was the result o conditions idea.
inevitable in a period of transition. That is I must confess that when I arrived at
made clear in the Preamble to the treaties Geneva for this Conference my mind was
themselves. But had that notion been full of doubt and anxiety. I came here
lacking, had no such expectation been plunged in a pessimism which I have never
possible, had no such assurance been given, before known in the whole of my life. I
I give you my word that, beaten as we were felt that the moment was ill-chosen for
and in desperate straits, we would not have holding an assembly whose task was the
put our signature to the treaty. There is general reduction of armaments. During
a limit beyond which no one can go. We these latter years, indeed, a retrograde
adjure you to respect that limit, for it was movement has interrupted the progress
you yourselves who laid it down: I refer of which we were making towards general
course to national dignity, which is the conciliation and which reached a climax
same for great and small alike, as dignity of high hopes in the period of the Briand
is not a thing of mere physical dimensions. Stresemann Agreements. Sorrowfully, I
A nation which declared itself ready to have been forced to note that this retro-
purchase entry into the League by renounc- grade movement had given rise to inter-
ing this fundamental principle would be national antagonisms which seemed to be
deserving only of contempt, and your only more acute than previously. I wondered
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whether the moment was really ripe for I That is the feeling and that is the purpose
a discussion of the reduction of armaments, of the Hungarian delegation in offering
whether there was any real chance of its most zealous collaboration in the work
obtaining a satisfactory and appreciable of this Conference. What we are aiming at
result. For it is a real result that we must is not mere formulae but at getting down to
attain and not merely a more or less the very essence of things. We are settling
meaningless convention and nothing more. down to this task, not with an ultimatum,
The triumphal flourishes of the Press but with the firm intention of travelling
controlled by certain interests attempting as far along the road of conciliation as is
to persuade world opinion into accepting consistent with the dignity and vital interest
a lame solution would be worse in effect of each nation.
than no solution at all; it would mean
the interment of those promises and hopes Here, it is true, I am faced by certain
which alone had enabled certain nations difficulties, but I should like to make it
to endure their lot. clear that what we want above all is a

permanent peace, not a peace like the
But to-day that mood of pessimism has Pax Romana, under which resentment and

passed. I am happy to say that the bitterness of heart were kept down only
discussion to which I have listened has by the invincible pressure of material force;
corrected my previous impression. We that kind of peace is liable to collapse with
have heard the representatives of the the collapse of the power by which it is
Great Powers, those who bear the over- exercised and which is demoralised by the
whelming responsibility of deciding the very existence of such a state of affairs.
fate of the present and the future. What we want is true peace founded on

We have listened to the words of wisdom moral disarmament. Necessary as material
uttered by the chief of the British delegation disarmament may be, moral disarmament
and by the chief of the delegation of the lies at the root of the question. You see
United States of America. The presence the fine distinction. This is not the first
of the latter amongst us should be taken time that these ideas have been put forward :
by all Members of the League as a sign I have referred to them repeatedly within
that we may hope for lasting co-operation. this very building. Mention has been made

.. h here of the lack of guarantees of security,
Weae have listene the n and to the dignicourse of a private conversation

moderate utterances of the Chancellor of one distinguished gentleman asked me if
the German Reich. We have heard the chief I regarded as valueless the moral guarantees
delegate of France submit to this assembly embodied in the different conventions, in
a series of proposals on which it would be he Covenant itself, in the conventions on
premature for the moment to pronounce, compulsory arbitration, mutual assistance
but which are proof of a firm determination and the like. On the contrary, I attach
to strengthen the forces of peace, and the great value to those moral guarantees.
guarantees for its maintenance and to pro- They are indispensable; but no nation
mote the peaceful settlement of all dif- regards them as adequate in themselves,
ferences. and even the Covenant itself does not

We have heard from the Head of the so regard them.
Italian delegation words full of force, words
strongly imbued with the international The material guarantees are even less
spirit, while representatives of nations which adequate than the moral guarantees, since
are less important but are equal in rights they are purely temporary and liable to
and dignity to the greatest Powers - have change as the result of world upheavals.
come forward in turn to express their True peace - not the Pax Romana -
thoughts. I will not quote any one of them, must be founded in the feeling that the
lest I should have to quote them all. Each rights and dignity of each nation have
one spoke in a tone which revealed his been respected, in the feeling that the
intention to forge ahead and find some way nations enjoy the conditions necessary for
of achieving agreement and conciliation. their existence and national progress. In

As a result, my views have completely that spirit, then, we desire to collaborate n
changed and I now regard our work with the great work which we have undertaen.
confidence and hope. What man, what But here I am faced with a difficulty. It
nation would be prepared to accept responsi- seems quite natural that the draft prepared
bility for putting a spoke in the wheels of by the Preparatory Commission should
the chariot of peace? form the basis of our deliberations, but in

I myself- like everyone else, I am view of the arguments I have placed before
sure - have been strengthened in my feeling you I need hardly tell you that I am utterly
that it is our duty to aim at really tangible opposed to certain parts of that draft and that
results which, even if they are not sufficient I cannot accept it as a whole. The Swedish
at first to fulfil our hopes, may represent Minister for Foreign Affairs has suggested
at least a first step towards our final a formula which will enable us not to hamper
objective, and one which will offer a guar- the progress of our work, while not sub-
antee that the objective will be attained scribing to amoral obligation which we could
within the briefest possible period, not fulfil. His proposal - and I endorse it -
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is that the draft prepared by the Prepara- the greatest national crisis of our modern
tory Commission be taken not as a basis but history, and the Conference must realise
as a framework for our discussions. that it is with that crisis in my mind that

I am stating our point of view. The outcome
of the present struggle to ward off external

In conclusion, may I place before you, in n of t g le to ward off externalcniea cmrh i tm aggression of the most virulent form must
concise and comprehensive terms, what we inevitably and largely determine the
hope to achieve through this first Conference: rma nt policy which the Chinese nation

will pursue.
(1) We demand the general application of

Article 8 of the Covenant, which proclaims
the equal right for all to maintain armaments Let me say at once that in principle we
at the lowest point consistent with national are in favour of disarmament in all its forms.
safety and the enforcement of international No practical measure has yet been proposed
obligations, and at the same time lays in the splendid speeches that we have heard
down, for the purpose of the application of which we see any reason to oppose. To
that principle, that account shall be taken explain our point of view with more pre-
of the geographical situation and circum- cision, may I recall to your minds the
stances of each nation according to plans speeches made by the leaders of the delega-
framed by the Council and accepted by all tions of the United Kingdom and France?
States.

(2) We note that the term "lowest Sir John Simon laid down two principles
point ", which appears in the text of Article which ought to guide our work in
8, implies the most drastic reduction that disarmament. He said that we ought to
it may be possible to bring about. reduce and to limit the total of our armed

forces of every kind, that we should consent
(3) We are of opinion that this term to reduce the total of our effectives, the

implies not only the reduction of effectives total tonnage of our fleets and the total
but also the reduction of war material, the expenditure of our military budgets.
total abolition of offensive arms, of aero- Secondly, he said that we ought to
planes (particularly bombers), on the lines distinguish between weapons that are
of the prohibitions embodied in the military primarily of use for aggressive wars, and
clauses of the Treaties of Versailles, that we should seek so far as may be to
St. Germain, Neuilly and Trianon. abolish or to limit these weapons. With

both these principles, the Chinese delegation

(4) If the object thus formulated can becan agree without difficulty. We are
achieved only by stages, we detmand that convinced that it is vital and necessary to
achieved only, by stages, we demand that reduce the inflated armaments which the
those stages shall be spread over the shortest nations now maintain. To us it is astound-
possible period and that the convention to a. T t 
be concluded by this Conference shall in to learn that the armaments of the
represent a real step forward, as large a world to-day cost more than they did

before the great world war. We also notestep forward as possible, in that direction before the great world war We also note
and shall at the same time contain specific with alarm and confirm with sorrow that

the present armaments are infinitely moreguarantees for the complete realisation of the the prese nt armaments tare in ose which
scheme within a period as short as is possible dne s t s th tho whie
in the nature of things. existed in 1914. From history we have

learnt that armaments on so great a scale
must create the evil of militarist imperialism.

Such is Hungary's attitude towards the The process is somewhat as follows:
problem now before us.

The President. - Dr. W. W. Yen, delegate A nation builds up a colossal machine for
of China, will now address the Conference. war; it trains its soldiers in the belief that

war is inevitable. The mere existence of
great armaments engenders the desire to

Dr. Yen (China). - It is my task this use, and, in the case of unscrupulous people,
morning to make the contribution of the to abuse them. It creates false and warped
Chinese delegation to the disarmament ideas about the inte'rests of its people, fans
debate on which we are engaged. This the fire of unlimited ambition of its nationals
contribution differs in tone from that which to dominate other peoples, and poisons the
we had in mind when we accepted with minds of the people to believe in the conflict
pleasure and alacrity the invitation to of their interests with the interests of neigh-
participate in the Conference, and you will bouring States. Confident in their arma-
understand the anxiety of mind with which ments, such people confuse might with
I have risen to carry out that task. To no right. The result is imperialism, which
nation here represented has the problem I forbids and destroys the good understand-
of armaments so terrible a meaning as it has ing between peoples who should work
to the people of China to-day. We are facing together for their common welfare. These
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things are unfortunately true. They were "No substantial reduction of armaments
proved to be true in Europe in 1914, they can be brought about by empirical and
are being proved true in Asia to-day. technical means. Whoever desires the

If we are to hope for peace, and I venture end - and the end is essential - must
to think that most of us do, then the total also desire the means . . . in future,
armaments of the world must be drastically we must seek in common action that
reduced. In that reduction my country will security which each nation has hitherto
also play her part. At one time of our endeavoured to obtain from its own force
history, we were also militaristic and alone. T his is the very spirit of the
warlike. With the progress of time we Covenant. We must give validity to its
thought that we had learnt wisdom, for we stipulations which, ever since we began
realised the folly and futility of meaningless to discuss their application, have been
conquests. We became convinced that it constantly interpreted along the line of
was the plough and not the sword that led a least resistance."
people to prosperity and real happiness.
We directed our superabundant energies
to art, literature and philosophy, and as
far as the people were concerned, military
science and the soldier profession were
regarded with disdain. To-day we feel that ha are the practical ean by which
we must unlearn what we learnt n such political conditions can be fulfilled these political conditions can be fulfilled ?
matters. The French delegation has suggested some

of them in its proposals. It speaks of the
compulsory arbitration of international
disputes, of the definition of the "aggressor"

We agree likewise to the second principle - that is, some means by which an aggressor
which the British Secretary of State for can be recognised without the necessity of
Foreign Affairs presented. Our bitter a political decision by the Council of the
experience in the last few months has also League. The French delegation speaks also
shown us that the modern war engine gives of the rapidity of decision by the authority
to attack, especially a sudden, unexpected controlling the joint forces of the League.
attack, complete predominance over means Generally speaking, we sympathise heartily
of defence. Great ships of war, tanks, with every one of these proposals, and we
heavy artillery, bombing aircraft - we have have seen in recent events in our country
seen them all in action - and we know how the proof that they are right.
much they do to defeat the noble purpose
of the League of Nations. That purpose, as
you know, is to assure its Members security
from war and to guarantee them against
aggression from without or attempts upon
their territorial integrity and political
independence. These modern engines of May I for a few moments recall to your
war help powerfully to aid aggression, and minds the history of the present crisis.
if the League is to fulfil its purpose they It was started by an alleged incident on a
should be swept away by the treaty we are railway, where it was claimed that a section,
here to make. one sleeper and one rail, had been blown

up. We offered an instant enquiry, by
impartial people, regarding the incident,
and as regards complaints of non-fulfilment
of treaty obligations immediate, full and

Such, briefly, are our views on the unfettered arbitration of every claim. Had
reduction of armaments. the offers been accepted, as they should

have been, we should have had a happy end
to our dispute. But our offers were rejected.
By offering arbitration and enquiry we had

But, as M. Tardieu said the other day, proved our good faith, but we were anxious
armament reduction cannot go alone: there to take every measure to prove that we, on
are also political conditions which must be our par were innocentof aggreion. Our
fulfilled. In thatroops were ordered not to reemensist the forcible
with the first delegate of France. IDisarma- occupation of our soil. We imposed so stern
ment by reduction alone will not and cannot a discipline upon the feelings of our people
bring us peace. that, throughout the four months of tension,

not a single subject of the aggressor was
molested or assaulted in Chinese territory
under the control of our own authorities.
We were told that in some parts of the three

What are the necessary political conditions Eastern Provinces there were bandits and
of which M. Tardieu spoke . Let me quote disorder, and we asked for impartial
from the proposals which he circulated a observers to verify the facts and inter-
week ago : national officers to witness for themselves
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the state of order that we were maintaining. it their business to ensure the strict obser-
In the attack on Shanghai, we again asked vance of these two great safeguards against
for the intervention of the League. We had acts of violence and war."
already accepted humiliating conditions for
a minor incident. In our legitimate self-
defence of Shanghai, we agreed at once to
the proposals for the cessation of hostilities
made by the United Kingdom and the United I wish also to avail myself of the oppor-
States of America, with which France, tunity to state that my country and people
Germany and Italy were associated. are not seeking the pity nor soliciting the

armed help of other nations in our hour of
trial. But we do demand that the nations

At every point and in every detail, we that have affixed their signatures to solemn
have shown that we were ready for the instruments fulfil the obligations to which
plans which M. Tardieu has proposed. they have subscribed. We do appeal to

you to rally round the Covenant and the
But I would like to say to M. Tardieu and Pact of Paris, for only by so doing can you

to those delegates who are hoping for the make the work of diasarmament real and
success of his proposals - that machinery permanent. China has had a history of
is not enough. Something more is needed, more than two thousand years: we have
viz., the readiness to put that machinery weathered many a storm and stress, and we
into operation, the power and the courage have survived. We feel justified in believing
to take decisions when the facts are plain. that we shall likewise survive the present

crisis. But we shall come out of it with a
Nor is it possible to create security until new psychology, a new outlook on life, a

the belief has been instilled in the people new mental attitude and a new knowledge
that the League of Nations really works of the hard facts of life, and upon all these
with efficiency and thoroughness. As was new things will be constructed a new orien-
truthfully stated by M. Hymans the other tation of our foreign policy, for we shall
day, " the weakness of covenants has some- know then exactly where we stand.
times been criticised, but the only weak
covenants are those which the signatory
States do not carry into effect." Confidence
on the part of the people in the League can
be established only when nations have I think I can do no better to enlighten you
proved that they will fulfil the obligations on this point than to quote the reply of my
they have undertaken under the Covenant. Government, dated November 7th, 1931,

in response to the Secretary-General's
circular letter, wherein he asked whether my

A distinguished speaker said at the Government was prepared to accept the
Conference the other day that confidence armament truce proposed by the Assembly.
in the League has signally decreased since The reply was as follows:
the Manchurian dispute began. If this is
true, it is because there never has been a
clearer case of international aggress on and
of the violation of the Covenant. It is not 
necessary to quote statement after state- Chinese Govermen is prepared
ment made by M. Briand, by Lord Cecil and to accede to the Assembly's proposal for a
by other members of the Council, to show truce in armaments as a preliminary to
that, in their opinion, China is certainly and corollary of the Disarmament Confe-
guiltless of aggression. I need only refer rence. But ithe view of the Chinese
you to the records of the dispute in the Government, the fate of this proposal and
archives of the League of Nations from of the Disarmament Conference itself
the eighteenth day of September, 1931. depends upon the issue of the Manchurian

conflict before the League. Should the
Covenant and the Pact of Paris prove to

Disarmament is dependent also, in our be the bulwarks of peace and international
view, upon the sanctity of treaties, especially justice on which the law-abiding nations
those that aim to settle international dis- can rely for their safety, the armaments
putes by pacific means. There can be no truce and the Disarmament Conference
guarantee to peace, and hence no desire to will mark a long step forward in the
disarm, so long as a militarily strong nation organisation of peace. If, by some
is permitted to hurl its powerful war machine unhappy mischance these bulwarks should
upon a peaceable neighbour, brushing aside crumble, the Chinese Government and
all the provisions of solemn instruments to people would be regretfully compelled to
which it has subscribed. The gravity of the put above all other national tasks the
situation was fully realised by our President, building up of a national defence strong
who, in his opening speech, was prompted enough to secure respect, and preserve
to say: " It is imperative that all the signa- against external aggression the territorial
tories of the Covenant of the League of integrity and political independence of
Nations and the Pact of Paris should make China. "
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This is briefly the situation. Ladies and and difficulty be destroyed? Is brute force
gentlemen, what do you intend to do about again to be restored to its throne from which
it? Are you going to permit that the Cove- it was pulled down ten or more years ago?
nant and the Pact of Paris crumble to Upon your answers to these questions will
pieces'? Are you not going to uphold the depend in a large measure the success or
sanctity of treaties? Are you willing that failure of the Disarmament Conference.
the peace machinery built up with such toil (The Conference rose at 12.40 p.m.)

TENTH PLENARY MEETING

MIonday, February 15th, 1932, at 10 a.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. "Once the numbers were fixed in this way,
States with forces in excess of this contin-

25. CONTINUATION OF THIE GENERAL DISCUSSION. gent would have gradually to reduce them,
M. Colban (Norway), M. Branco (Portugal)
and M. Beelaerto van Blokland (Netherlands). limit fixed. In practice, it would not appear

_____________________ that the fixing of the maximum contingent
on the basis of a large country's require-

25. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL ments for its legitimate defence would
DISCUSSION. present any serious difficulties. We have

indeed, in this connection, experience from
The President. - His Excellency which we can draw valuable conclusions."

Dr. Tevfik Riistii Bey, Minister for Foreign
Affairs, delegate of Turkey, will address the Such were the words I used at the sixth
Conference. session of the Preparatory Commission for

Disarmament.
Tevfik Riistu Bey (Turkey):
Tracnslation: "The origin of many cases of As regards security, I contended at the

aggression is to be found, generally speaking, Commission's fifth session that
in the inequality of existing forces and the
opportunities which the maintenance of ". . .it would be desirable, with a view
large effectives offers for rapidly carrying to simplifying the consideration of this highly
out attacks which are intended to secure complicated question, to draw a distinction
certain objects. The fundamental idea in the between absolute ideal security and that
system which we propose is to eradicate relative security which is practically within
the war virus from the international com- our reach at the present time.
munity by providing, as far as possible,
that all States should have equal peace "The ideal security for nations would
effectives. certainly be that which was of such a character

"In essence, the idea which we put forward that, whenever it was in any way threatened,
would therefore take the form of a system the appropriate means to restore it would be
of a maximum contingent for all States automatically set in motion. Inthisway,for
without distinction, example, an armed conflict between two coun-without distinction. 'tries would be arrested by some combined

"Uniformity on these lines would be the tiies would be arrested by some combined"Uniformity on these lines would be the arrangement, precisely in the same way as
ideal system - of disarmament, but we a State prevents a contest between two of
consider it might at present be rendered is provinces.
somewhat more elastic by putting that
contingent on a higher scale. We have " To establish such a degree of security
adopted this modified form and we would in international relations would be possible
indicate for your consideration the following only if a federation consisting of all civilised
scheme: countries were created. While it would be

"Having defined our object, we would too much to expect this advanced social and
propose that the maximum effectives should political situation to be achieved at present,
be the armed forces required by a large we are justified, it appears to me, in being
State to provide for its legitimate defence satisfied with a security which is necessarily
against sudden aggression. relative."
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The policy followed by the country I Conference the Turkish delegation's pro-
represent has been based on these ideas, posals concerning this matter.'
which find a further confirmation here.
Our persistent efforts to seek a good un- The nations we represent here have
derstanding with all nations have led to entrusted us with the task of solving the
tangible results. There is at present no dispute disarmament problem, because they are
of any political significance whatever convinced that disarmament is the surest
between Turkey and any other country. and most effective means of consolidating
No portion of our territory is now disputed world peace and international iriendship
by another Power, while we have no terri- and concord this is the aim which has
torial ambitions outside our frontiers. Our brought us together here.
policy, which is inspired by the ideal of Conference hithero has shouldered
universal love, is mnaking headway along
the path of fraternisation with all peoples in so heavy a moral and political responsibility
general and our neighbours in particular. to history and posterity.

The Turkish delegation, while defending
the thesis which it regards as the fairest and

I should like to -take thls opportunity to most practical, will certainly not adopt an
pay a tribute to the statesmen of the intransigent attitude in a question of such
countries with which we entertain especially vital importance to mankind, but will make
friendly relations; the conciliatory spirit every effort and explore every possibility
we have shown has done not a little towards with a view to achieving concrete results
facilitating the solution of those outstanding and thus diminishing the dangers of war
questions which were a legacy of the past. among the nations. It would be a positive
You may think perhaps that I am exagge- contribution to the disarmament problem if
rating somewhat, but I would go even further the possibility of resorting to arms to settle
and add that the cordial relations existing international conflicts were substantially
between modern Turkey and her neighbours reduced. The prospect of war demands of
are such that the steady increase in good the peoples a moral and material preparation
feeling will in time assuredly diminish the that has to be renewed each day. Prepara-
political importance of her frontiers. I can tions for war, even in the most thickly
say quite frankly, without fear of being populated and richest countries, will never
disowned by public opinion at home, that ease the minds or calm the fears of those
the Turkey of Mustafa Kemal has now no who make them for new weapons have to
neighbour with which she cannot settle all be forged, new expenditure incurred each
questions on a basis of real and complete day.
equality, and that she is in a position to
treat her frontiers with her neighbours Assume for an instant that the politicians
as if they were purely administrative and statesmen who are haunted by the
boundaries. prospect of war were simply prevented from

adding to the armaments required to meet
such a contingency. Would they contem-

As regards disarmament, we disbanded plate war with such high spirits if they had
last year six infantry divisions, three cavalry been unable freely to prepare the weapons
divisions and numerous military organisa- of war?
tions. During the last five years, we have
reduced our military budget by £T30,000,000 On the other hand, if disarmament is
- that is to say, by one-third. achieved, disputes and claims between

peoples, whether now or in time to come,
will be robbed of all harmful effect, for, if

The Naval Conventions which we have the power of compulsion by force of arms be
concluded with our neighbours, Greece and materially removed, the nations will natu-
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, rally make greater efforts to come to terms
are known to everybody. by the pacific methods worthy of civilised

man.

ITurkey's views as to the aims of this For this reason, it is, I hold, this Confer-
Conference are familiar to all those who ence's duty to establish principles designed
have followed the Preparatory Commission's to bring about total disarmament; we think
work. To what I have already said at that that the ultimate aim in view may be
Commission's meetings, I can add that expressed by the formula: equalisation.
subsequent events have in no way modified Equalisation of forces will strengthen as
our opinion. nothing else can strengthen the feeling of

mutual trust. If that is achieved, even the
smallest State will find the means to defend

After-the eloquent and lucid speech by itself against aggression by a great country,
the Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs, I while the potential strength of the latter
will not further expatiate on the system
proposed for the equalisation of armed
forces. I lay herewith on the table of the 1 Document Conf. D. 78.
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and the equalised peace effectives at its them as offensive or defensive armaments
disposal will minimise the dangers to which or describing them as qualitative or quan-
it is exposed. titative.

The armed forces required by a country The Turkish delegation is animated by
for its effective defence should surely be the same desires. We go farther and
in proportion to the forces with which it say at once that we are prepared to sub-
may be called upon to cope. The surest scribe to any other still more radical
method of reducing the defence forces of proposal that may be made. The effect
each country is to reduce the armies of the of merely restricting the use of certain
other countries. categories of arms might prevent us from

achieving our goal. Any measures adopted
Hence, a substantial and general reduction on these lines would only be complete if

of armed forces, undertaken with the object they were given the character of prohi-
of equalisation, is, in my opinion, the only bitions, both against the use of such arms
method of achieving disarmament. That and against their preparation and manu-
is the ideal for which we should all work, facture.
irrespective of the practical results we can
accomplish for the time being. To my mind, however, such measures

would be beneficent. They would, if I may
The acceptance of the principle of the use the term, be a means of huma-

equality of armed forces will bring out the nising war, not of preventing it and
true significance of military alliances as of reducing armaments. They would be
a common peril to all mankind. The simply an extension of the work begun long
nations will begin to realise that it is in the ago with the creation of the Red Cross and
interest of one and all to obviate such a the Red Crescent. The present Conference
danger. must do more.

The delegate of the United States of As regards military aviation, we consider
America was quite right when he said that that this arm should be abolished, and, as
the American people would point out that a complementary step, civil aviation might
the system of competitive armaments, of be brought under control or internationalised.
alliances and cross-alliances, which had
existed for centuries in Europe, had failed As regards the question of disarmament
to maintain peace and seemed indeed to control, I abide by the statements I made
have been provocative of war, the results in the Preparatory Commission
of which have been such that victors and The delegate of the United Kingdom has
vanquished were victims alike. referred to the system of military service.

Is it possible or reasonable to look for In my country, as in many others, military
salvation in the methods which have yielded service is a duty which no citizen would
the negative results with which we are care to evade. I would merely point out
already familiar ? To my mind, the only that in these days, when pre-military
alliance which should be permitted is that education is general, the question of the
of all civilised nations against war. system of military service is only a

question of form and economy. It is there-
I do not underestimate the importance fore indispensable that the Conference should

of the French delegation's proposals. I leave each country free to decide which
admit that I have not had time to study system of military service is best suited
them in detail, but I believe I see in them to its individual conditions and financial
a first step towards the internationalisation position.
of armies which would lead to the abolition
of national forces, since the one would be I cannot conclude without touching upon
incompatible with the other. If that is the another fundamental question which is
French delegation's intention, this system continually occupying men's minds and
too may provide a means which will which I should like to bring to the Con-
inevitably lead to total disarmament. In ference's attention. During the seven
this event, a new international body would years and more that I have been at the
have to be set up. The French delegation, Turkish Ministry for Foreign Affairs, I have
moreover, refers to this point in its scheme. ften observed, to my great regret, that

many international conferences have been
If, however, the authors of this bold plan barren of results and that some have even

have any idea in mind other than that produced results contrary to those they
which I have mentioned, I can only associate had in view. Why is this? I cannot claim
myself with the judicious criticisms offered to be able to explain the ultimate reasons,
by the Commissary for Foreign Affairs of but, as I have the success of this Conference
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. at heart, I would like to say a few words

on this subject.All the speeches delivered here have
this in common: they manifest a unani- There is one factor, which we must all
mous desire for the abolition or limitation have observed, common to all these con-
of certain categories of arms by classifying ferences and commissions which have failed;
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I refer to the spirit of exclusion, which has of international conflicts under the terms
been carried to an extreme. In some of the Covenant and of the existing treaties
conferences we are told: " You will only of arbitration, she has taken a decisive
deal with such and such a question within step towards disarmament. She is ready,
such and such limits"; in others we are if necessary, to go still farther and will
simply forbidden to discuss certain subjects. always be prepared to abide by the con-
I know that the judicious limitation and sequences ensuing from general interna-
definition of the problems to be debated is tional disarmament.
necessary to preserve the discussions from Article 8 of the Covenant povides that
confusion, but when these formal rules and e enan ries th
regulations, these excessive limitations, affect the maintenance of peace requires the
the very substance of the problem, the reduction of national armaments. The
inevitable consequence is that certain points recognition of this fact by the Covenant is
are regarded as outside the range of the based on experience, on history. The
deliberations, although they are intimately freedom of States to arm as they think

also mention too much preparation as advantage of its temporary superiority
being one of the factors making for failure. to bring about a de facto situation by force.

If international action on peaceful lines, and
In these circumstances, any international more particularly League action, is to be

conference which cannot secure virtually adequately felt, if war is to be prevented,
equivalent rights for all the participating the temptation for Powers to abuse the
States is bound to be sterile. forces at their disposal must be removed.

We must limit their military, naval and
Like every one of us here, I earnestly air forces, and thus prevent competition in

hope that this may not apply to the present armaments, which, as we know, sooner or
Conference. If, on this solemn occasion, later inevitably leads to war.
I may be allowed to say a few words with
regard to the sentiments of a people which The obvious means of putting a stop to
has in the course of its long history won many competition in armaments is to limit expen-
notable victories and sustained the most diture on armaments. We have before us a
terrible losses, I would say that the Turkish striking report by the budgetary experts,
people's keenest desire is that all nations who appear to have succeeded in overcoming
of the world should live in brotherhood. the difficulties resulting from the technical

complexities of the problem. Budgetary
limitation should, in our view, apply to

The President: M. Colban, delegate of the whole of the national defence budget
Norway, will address the Conference. and to the several main categories of arms,

including aviation. Budgetary limitation
should, however, be employed side by side

M. Colban (Norway) with direct limitation wherever that is

Translation : The Norwegian delegation, po a w as to the mTranslationu The Norwegian delegation, |feasible, and the latter should apply to the
acting on instructions from its Government, personnel as well as to the material for the
will endeavour to assist this first general erent arms.
Disarmament Conference in achieving the We welcome with keen satisfaction the
maximum positive results which may be suggestion of several delegations to prohibit
possible, as a first step towards the arms of a particularly offensive character,
establishment of world peace on a firm basis. including arms which constitute a special

My delegation's attitude is a natural danger to the civil population. Moreover,
outcome of the policy of peace and arbi- the prohibition of the use of such arms will
tration which NIorway has long pursued have the effect of reducing the inequality
and for which she has always worked herewhich now exists between the armamentswhich now exists between the armaments
and for which she has always worked here of different countries and will thus contri-
at the League. That policy is in accordance bute fo fhe removal from international life of a
with the obligation entered into by Norway, etotheremo o ternaio liof
as by all the other Members of the League, dangers element of tension. It is not
under Article 8 of the Covenant. enough, however, to prohibit the use of certain

arms: we must prohibit the manufacture of
We feel that the peaceful development of such arms in peace time, and any act which

the world demands a mass reduction of constitutes preparation for their use, inclu-
armaments. ding, of course, the training of the necessary

The Norwegian people hope that they
may be able to enjoy a continuation of that As regards control over the execution of
state of peace which they have happily the undertakings laid down in the Disarma-
known for over a hundred years. Our ment Convention, Norway will certainly
organisation for national defence is based raise no difficulties. On the contrary, we
upon a militia and coastal defence system. feel it eminently desirable that control
Of late years, Norway has not even put into should be instituted in as strict and effective
effect the full plan of national defence a form as may be praticable, and we fully
provided for under her laws. Already, approve the proposal for setting up a Perma-
trusting in the system of pacific settlement nent Disarmament Commission to supervise
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the armaments of each State and thus general reduction and limitation of arma-
push on the preparations for disarmament. ments would be a powerful factor of security.

One important factor of these measures
of control relates to the trade in and manu- The Presdent. M Branco Minister for
facture of arms. The secret manufacture ^^ ^^ - ^ p^^ facture of arms. The secret manufacture Foreign Affairs, delegate of Portugal, will
of arms and implements of war involves adress te Conferee
a serious danger. The Covenant expli-
citly recognises the necessity for control over
the private manufacture of arms, and the M. Braneo (Portugal):
Conference will no doubt consider also what Translation : In addressing you on behalf
it may be necessary to do in regard to State of the Portuguese Government, I should
manufacture. like to convey to the Conference, which

even before it met was hailed as an event
of historic importance, some idea of the

If lasting peace is to be ensured by the profound impression made on me by the
re-establishment of confidence between the general discussion now in progress. The
peoples, economic disarmament and a solu- world has recently become a little suspicious
tion of the present financial crisis are as and sceptical of international gatherings,
imperative as military disarmament. The and crities have had no hesitation in
Norwegian delegation therefore devoutly affirming that the results were out of all
trusts that the Powers on whom the solution proportion to the number of meetings
of the present disastrous economic and d the endless series of organisations.
financial situation chiefly depends may Anyone present at this Conference, a
reach an understanding without delay. gathering impressive alike by reason of the

number and importance of the countries repre-
sented, and of the vastness of the problemsIn the meantime, this Conference will to be solved, will agree that no historic

continue its work. I rejoiced to hear the discussion could have been conducted on
various declarations already made from this a higher plane, with greater breadth of
platform bearing witness to a unanimous vision, a more sincere desire to reconcile
determination to succeed. conflicting views or more ingenious proposals

for the solution of the numberless aspects
of the problem. Those able and qualifiedIt does not seem necessary to embark at of the prob Those alend qualified

present on an examination of the Prepa- statesmen who have already spoken have,~~~~present onane telike the Governments instructing them,
ratory Commission's draft and of the consider- s themsevernments instructing the m
able improvements to which might be shown themselves equal to their respon-sibilities and to the magnitude of the taskmade in it. Nor shall I refer to the proposals before them; and could more be said than
already submitted by various delegations that ?
to the Conference; my delegation reserves nt b d 
the right to express its views, if necessary, our task - the reduction and limitation
at a later stage of our deliberations. May I of armaments - in suggesting that it
say once more that the Norwegian delega-
tion will always be prepared to collaborate represens only onephaseof a more
with the utmost goodwill in the solution of extensive problem - the pacific settlementof international disputes; I mean thethe many complex problems which will of international dispute I mean thesettlement of international disputes bycome before the Conference, including the 

essentially legal means. "Cedant armaproblem of further extending national secur- i legal mCedt a
ity and strengthening the international to ", let force yield to law - such is the
organs for the maintenance of peace supreme piration of the peoples.We desire that every international dis-

pute that might lead to conflict should be
We shall devote particular attention to referred to impartial judges. As one of the

problems relating to the organisation of an earliest advocates of arbitration - as you
international force for the maintenance of will remember, we submitted the first
peace. It seems evident that a permanent proposal for compulsory arbitration at the
international military, naval or air organi- Hague Conference in 1907, and Portugal
sation will be feasible only if there is a big was the first country to sign the Optional
reduction in the armaments of the different Clause with regard to compulsory juris-
countries. diction of Article 36 of the Statute of the

Permanent Court - we cling firmly to our
traditions. So long as international legal

May I add one word, namely, to proclaim institutions allow a country to refuse to
my belief in the happy effect that such a submit a dispute with another country to
reduction would have in re-establishing an impartial tribunal, so long must they
confidence between the peoples . I do not be regarded as countenancing the principle
propose for the moment to go into the that the country concerned is entitled to
question of the exact relationship between be its own judge; that means a breach
the problem of disarmament and that of in the ramparts of justice, a breach
security. Let me simply say - and I am through which might can enter for the
sure no one will contradict me - that a oppression of right. Hence our decision
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in favour of compulsory arbitration. When Protocol. We still believe that, if the main
that is accepted and applied by every provisions of the latter instrument could be
country, the organisation of moral dis- revived and their adoption secured, a
armament will be superfluous, for by then decisive step would have been taken towards
it will be an accomplished fact. the organisation of peace.

International disputes may or may not But even though the 1923 Treaty and
be settled by legal means: in the first the 1924 Protocol were destined to be
hypothesis, it will be necessary to enforce stillborn, does that mean that the League
judicial decisions, while, if the worst comes has achieved nothing on behalf of security,
to the worst, right must be protected from that primary condition of peace ? Such
sheer annihilation. Hence the necessity an assertion would be profoundly unjust.
for armaments, to maintain peace and The whole of this series of pacts to
guarantee security. Article 8 of the Covenant which I have referred is proof, on the
lays down the conditions under which each contrary, of painstaking and fruitful
country may legitimately fix the limits of endeavour, with a view to the effective
its armaments. That is our constitutional implementing of Articles 8, 10, 15 and
law, and in the last resort our Conference is 16 of the Covenant. The Optional
simply the organ which the world has set Clause in Article 36, the Conventions on
up for the framing of equitable rules to financial assistance and the means of
implement this fundamental provision of preventing war are explicit texts of prac-
the Covenant. tical as well as theoretical import designed

to give real effect to the provisions of
Let me now endeavour to give you some Article 8 and to achieve its ends - this very

idea of the special position of my country Article 8 whichhasbeenlaidbeforeusasthe
in this vast scheme of thingsstarting-point for the present Conference.

Never once during the eight centuries All these texts aim at increasing security
of her history has Portugal embarked upon within the meaning of the first part of
a war of aggression. The knights, founders Article 8, subject, of course, to one indispens-
of the State, fought for its independence able psychological factor - good faith on
and later in defence of its territory; the the part of the contracting States, which is
intrepid navigators who manned our caravels absolutely necessary for any engagement.
explored the five continents to discover new T i r t A 
lands, found great nations and carry the isThe Legue's work in regard to Aricle 8
benefits of civilisation to primitive races. is thus proceeding: security has been
Situated on the shores of the Atlantic, Por- strengthened by adequate instruments. Our
tugal extends its sovereignty over three of present task is to complete this process by a

convention or conventions for the reduction
that ocean's archipelagoes; it owns prosper- convention or conventions for the reduction
ous colonies in lands far distant from Europe, and limitation of armaments. We find,
inhabited by natives of different races and at then, that of the two terms of the dilemma
varying stages of development and civili- - or perhaps I should say the " opposition"
sation. Not only in the interests of her own which has been evinced as regards precedence

security, but also in those of her neighboursbetween security and disarmament -one

in those distant psrtt, she mo intefrnaional underkngin those distant parts, she maintains an is well on the way towards tangible fulfil-
army and navy, now reduced to the lowest ent. It now remains for us to proceed o

limit compatible with security and with the parallel lines to solve the other term of theparallel lines to solve the other term of the

maintenance of public order in these variou euation, so a to reconcile the apparent
territories, b antagonism between these points of view.

Our system of security is based, further, In any event, it appears to me that, in the
on age-long friendships which constitute present state of international undertakings
so many mutual guarantees, on the lines of and having regard both to the weakness of
those regional agreements for which the certain legal obligations and to the fact that,
Covenant provides. in case of conflict, any country can refuse to

We mighut have contented ourselves with appear before the judicial organs of the
this system, the efficacy of which we have peoples, the normal operation of collective

this system, the efficacy of which we have Eope o a en f l assistance cannot be held to constitute an
tested by the experience of several centuries. effective g antee of security. Such being

But we are signatories of the League Cove- th case the guarantees embodied in thein signif e Al tthe case, the gu arapntees embodied a n the
nant, and the call to a policy of international pacts of general solidarity must be reinforced

soignd andy rthfed byan the Poftuese cipacts of general solidarity must be reinforce
solidarity, the rganisation of peace by some system of mutual assistance. These

through a series of pacts aiming at the additional special guarantees will be parti-
firm establishment between nations of a
regime of justice and right, have | cularly necessary as long as that general
found us just as ready with our frank co- solidarity, for which the pacts provide

operation as we had been faithful to the remains general in theory only, and is subject
operational we ... been fztit in practice to the most dangerous lapses.

old treaties, thus modernised in scope anda
in significance. All these pacts have been Let us now cast a rapid glance at the prin-
signed and ratified by the Portuguese ciples which should guide us in pursuing the
Government, while as willing supporters objects of this Conference. As Sir John Simon
of the League we took part in framing the has well remarked, "we cannot expect
Treaty of Mutual Assistance and the 1924 to arrive at a mathematical correspondence
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in actual figures, for considerations of faced with the necessity of involving the
size and geography and special needs all peoples in this huge expenditure as an
introduce factors of variation; national insurance premium against the possibility
circumstances vary, and national arma- of events which would entail expenditure
ments may vary with them ". Several of and every kind of suffering far exceeding
these variable factors, to which attention the most gloomy forecasts. We believe
is so rightly drawn, might be claimed as that, if such crushing expenditure continues
applyingto Portugal. This country, of which to grow, it will in the end defeat its own
the territory in Europe is bound by a land object as a form of insurance and will
frontier of great length, and which possesses itself hasten the catastrophe which it was
vast colonies scattered up and down the intended to forestall. In proposing the
seven seas, could claim a military and limitation of armaments by budgetary means,
naval establishment proportionate to the the Preparatory Commission felt intuitively
security requirements of such extensive that it is their financial burdens that will
territories - territories with such hetero- force the peoples and their Governments
geneous populations and so differently to solve the problem which has brought
situated as regards their distance from the us to Geneva.
home country and their ethnographical and Portugal has a clear conscience as regards
social conditions. Our army is at present this world depression, which she has done
reduced to the minimum necessary for the everything to ease and nothing to aggravate.
maintenance of order. and the performance Her armaments have undergone neither
of our international obligations; our navy replacement nor the necessary modernisa-
is also reduced to the services indispensable tion and have not threatened the estab-
for the maintenance of communications lished balance of our budget. We have not
between the home country and the colonies ; raised our tariff barriers, despite the fact that
our air service is still a skeleton organisation, several of our staple products have been
limited since its inception by imperative gravely affected by increased duties and
budgetary considerations. by the quota system. The maintenance

We are prepared to maintain our arma- of order throughout the country; the scru-
ments within the limits fixed by data which pulous performance of our external obli-
we shall present in due course to the gations; the stabilisation of our currency,
technical commissions and which will be carried out with complete success and
found to be the logical outcome of my by our own unaided efforts at the height
preceding remarks. of the world financial crisis ; the execution

As a basis for our discussions, we accept of important public works, leading to the
the draft Convention framed by the Prepa- placing of orders in countries gravely
ratory Commission. affected by the depression; our first steps

We approve of the limitation of arma- in the realisation of a plan of economic
ments by budgetary means. reconstruction - all these measures have,

We are prepared to accept supei vision by a beyond question, contributed to that work
Permanent Commission, as proposed in the of economic revival to which all countries
Preparatory Commission's draft, provided are applying themselves. In this respect,
that that organ comprises representatives the Portuguese Minister for Finance,
of all the nations concerned, in accordance Dr. Oliveira Salazar, the moving spirit
with a fixed rota. behind this magnificent and extensive enter-

We are relieved to note that all the prise, deserves well of his own country and
previous speakers have pledged their of the international community.
countries to the abolition of every form of A number of very important proposals
chemical and bacteriological warfare. I need have been brought forward in the course
hardly say how enthusiastically we associate of this discussion, some of them deserving
ourselves with those declarations, particu- of the most careful consideration. The
larly as a special Protocol dealing with the Portuguese delegation will examine them
subject already exists, which has been with the utmost sympathy and impartiality,
signed by Portugal and several other especially as certain of their guiding prin-
countries. ciples are embodied in our own statement

As regards the abolition of so-called of policy.
aggressive arms - heavy long-range artil- Like several of the speakers who have
lery, bombing-aircraft, etc. - we are in full preceded me, I consider that the grave
sympathy with the proposals which have and complex problems now causing universal
been made, provided that they contain alarm are so interdependent that the
genuine guarantees of general application, economic crisis, reparations, inter-govern-

Several speakers have emphasised the mental debts and social unrest have tended,
obvious interdependence between the pro- along with the problems of security and dis-
blem of armaments and the world economic armament, to form a single threatening
crisis. The enormous expenditure which cloud which looms more and more darkly
the budgets of the leading Powers have in the atmosphere of suspicion by which
to carry is undeniably one of the principal we are surrounded. In all these questions -
factors in the prevailing depression. But of fundamental importance for the establish-
until States can rely upon a general state of ment of peace - the political aspect occasion-
security and confidence, Governments are ally overshadows the others, raising
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difficulties of extreme gravity which we shall the world war had not broken out. The
have to eliminate before these problems present Conference is called upon to continue
can be satisfactorily solved. the work of its two predecessors. Our two

aims, which were emphasised by the head
We are firmly convinced that only through of the British delegation, in his admirable

close, loyal and unselfish co-operation, in speech last Monday, and other speakers
which each member freely assumes a share -namely, the reduction of armaments
in the common sacrifice for the greatest and the prohibition of certain weapons
good of the community, will it be possible to and methods of war- were contained in
restore confidence, without which our efforts the programme submitted by the Imperial
must remain sterile. Never throughout its Russian Government to the States invited
long history has my country refused to to participate in the Conference at The Hague.
contribute to any task likely to conduce
to the welfare of humanity. As an assiduous We all know that, on this point, the
and enthusiastic collaborator in the political, Peace Conference failed. The great import-
economic and social activities of the League, ance of the two Hague Conferences lies
Portugal has not hesitated to amend her in another direction: they served to affirm
laws so as to bring them into harmony once more that right and justice must be
with the conventions signed at Geneva. the foundation of peace, and, apart from
That attitude we shall maintain, subject the fixing of rules of war, succeeded in setting
to our right to reject any provisions that up the Permanent Court of Arbitration,
we may deem prejudicial to the legitimate which was the first international arbitral
defence of Portugal's vital interests. tribunal of a permanent character, and the

precursor of the Permanent Court of Inter-
You may rest assured that we will join national Justice. As regards the limitation

with diligence, good faith and sincerity of armaments, the two Peace Conferences
in the common effort for the organisation were a complete failure.
of peace in accordance with the highest Are the prospects any more favourable
hopes and aspirations of mankind. The at the present time?
Portuguese delegation, representing as it does
a Government which has abundantly proved Between 1907 and 1932, a war was fought

which cost millions of men their lives andits ability to reconcile ardent patriotism whih t iins of men their lives and
and the scrupulous defence of its country's ruined the happiness of millions of women.
vital interests with the duties attachwar resuled in an economic and finan-vital interests with the duties attaching
to participation in an international effort cial crisis which destroyed all that had been
to establish world confidence and prosperity, constructed with such persevering energy
will not waver in its task. It is gratified to by several generations; it was responsible
be able to inform you, as a concrete pledge for increasing the number of unemployed,
of its sincerity and goodwill, that the who were necessarily a charge upon the
Government of the Portuguese Republic Governments of their countries, until unem-
has decided to accede to the General Act ployment has now reached such a fantastic
of Arbitration. figure that a catastrophe seems inevitable.

Have we learnt nothing from all this?
It is often said that the generation which

The President. - The next speaker is went through the war is beginning to disap-
Jonkheer Beelaerts van Blokland, Minister pear. Is that true? Is it not more correct
for Foreign Affairs, delegate of the Nether- to say that those who fought in the war
lands. have now arrived at an age when they

are everywhere being called upon to occupy
leading posts in commerce, industry, science,

M. Beelaerts van Blokland (Netherlands): and the administration and government
of the State? No, we have not yet forgotten

Translation : This Conference was origi- the war. The millions of women signatories
nally called the Disarmament Conference. of the petitions submitted to us, which
Now its official title - a rather less ambi- made such a profound impression on us all,
tious one-is the "Conference for the they, too, remember the war. Nor are the
Reduction and Limitation of Armaments ". young people of to-day - the generation
More than one of previous speakers have, which was spared the horrors of war 
however, called it by a third name, the allowing themselves to be led away by false
"Peace Conference ", and that name perhaps romance; having heard the war described
best describes the Conference's aim. as it really was, they are horrified

by the idea that such madness could ever
We have come here to make a joint effort again be let loose.

to strengthen the guarantees of peace, and
we desire to attain this object by attacking Never has the necessity of putting an
what constitutes the most direct threat end to the race for armaments been so clearly
to peace- armaments. This is a Peace emphasised as to-day, and never has the
Conference, a continuation of the two conviction that we can and must do better
Conferences of that name held at The Hague been more profound.
in 1899 and 1907. A third Conference We can do better. This has been rendered
would have been held at The Hague if possible by the evolution of the community
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of States, which is manifested in the insti- we fix our eyes on the progress made in this
tution of the League of Nations. A certain last quarter of a century, we shall find that
number of countries do not yet belong to the international security has beyond dispute
League, but we note with great satisfaction been very considerably increased. Never-
that whenever an international task is to be theless, as the first delegate of Italy remin-
undertaken which requires the collaboration ded us, this strengthening of security has
of all countries, even those which do not not yet shaken the baneful system of armed
belong to the League are always willing peace. In fact, expenditure on armaments
to help us to seek a common solution of has increased. Yet it is only logical that the
the problem. strengthening of security should have the

effect of reducing armaments; and this
reduction will be increased, inasmuch as it

The States will not reduce their arma- will, in its turn, increase security. Thus, the
ments y re an the in red1932ucion of armaens d ecuriy did iwill
1899, unless they are convinced that in react upon each other. Nothing is more
so doing they are not imperilling their calculated to arouse and inflame mistrust
security. But the guarantees of such between peoples and thereby menace
security are much greater now than they their security than the maintenance of
were in 1899, and it would be a serious armaments at excessivelyhigh or manifestly
mistake to ignore that fact. uneaual levels.unequal levels.

The very existence of the League, with If left to the free play of political events, the
its Council and Assembly, constitutes an lowest point consistent with national safety
important guarantee of security. The manner referred to in Article 8 of the Covenant will
in which the pacific settlement of inter- inevitably tend to rise in every country.
national conflicts has developed during Every increase of armaments in a country,
the last twenty-five years, exceeding the even though only for reasons of security,
most ambitious hopes entertained during simultaneously reduces the security - or
the Hague Conferences, is a further guaran- rather the feeling of security, since security
tee of security. After the illuminating is primarily a psychological matter - of
remarks of several of those who have pre- neighbouring countries and leads them in
ceded me on this platform, it is hardly their turn to further increases of armaments.
necessary for me to emphasise the import- There is no limit to this fatal race; it can
ance, from this point of view, of the practically only end in economic or financial collapse
unanimous acceptance of the compulsory or in the catastrophe of war.
jurisdiction of the Permanent Court of
International Justice. The Paris Pact, the The French delegation's proposals provide
Convention on Financial Assistance and the among other things that the security of
Convention to improve the Means of pre- States shall be guaranteed by the creation
venting War - all these undertakings of a permanent international police force.
strengthen security. Nor must we fail This idea, which was also put forward in
to mention the bilateral treaties of arbitra- 1919, was suggested in my country, even
tion and conciliation, which are constantly before 1914, by Professor van Vollenhoven,
growing in number and scope, or the General of Leyden University. The principal objec-
Act of 1928. tion to the suggestion at that time consisted

in the alleged impossibility of carrying the
idea into practice. The French proposal,

I quite realise that, as recent events which gives concrete form to the idea of an
in the Far East have clearly shown us, international police force, affords an oppor-
the guarantees are mainly of a moral character tunity for a full eamination of the posibi-
and are still incomplete, and the League lity of carrying this idea into effect in the
is not able in all circumstances to prevent, present circumstances. The Netherlands
or even to check, the use of armed force for delegation will give to this examination all
the settlement of disputes between States. the attention which the French delegation's
But these events, grave though they are, important proposal merits.
must not lead us to forget the cases in which
the League's intervention did succeed in
preventing hostilities or in terminating The idea of an international force, not

e permanent, but consisting of national con-
them and in contributing to the paciembers ofsettleen odsptesI+wrmebe tingents to be provided by the Members ofsettlement of disputes. If we remember the League for each specific case, alreadythese cases of League intervention, we can eL f Covenant. It must se admittedexists in the Covenant. It must be admitted
feel confident that the League's authority thattheobligationsincumbentuponMembers
and moral force will become more and more of the League in consequence of theserespected by large and small States alike. the Covenant have been
I do not think we ought to feel any pessimism pro1son veinterpreted in a restrictive rather than an
as to the possibility of carrying out the extensive manner. We feel, however, that this
League's mission of peace. tendency would be less marked if, side by

side with the desire to maintain or strengthen
If, instead of simply deploring the defects sanctions, a beginning had been made with

which still exist in the organisation of peace, the reduction of armaments. Any attempt
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to strengthen sanctions will be doomed to the spirit of the Covenant. It is to be
failure unless it is accompanied by an feared that this policy of military alliances
appreciable reduction of armaments. The may bear the germ of fresh conflicts.
Netherlands delegation therefore welcomed The first step towards a reduction of war
M. Tardieu's statement that the French effectives must be to reduce contingents,
delegation, too, contemplated the simul- but that alone is not enough; we must at
taneous application of both methods. the same time reduce the material of land

armaments, and such reduction can be
really effective only if it is brought aboutIt must be realised, however, that security y drect means. The dr onvntiu n of

based on guarantees or engagements of this 1930 is framed on different lines, and it waskind will be a very relative security. Its with a view to filling in the omission thatvalue will necessarily depend on the decisions wNth erlands delegation to the Prepara-the Netherlands delegation to the Prepara-to be taken, when the time comes, by the overnm tens wdecisions which wil be nt tory Commission proposed that steps shouldGovernments -- decisions which will be not be taken t all e ts to ensure publicitybe taken at all events to ensure publicity
only legal but also, and pre-eminently, of material for land armaments. Our
political in character. That applies even estions, I much regret to say, were not
to the guarantee afforded by a permanent adote
police force. Not that that is a reason problem of publicity can be solved
for refusing to ascertain by what means the, b a in th oennin my view, by the integral application of
guarantees contained n the Covenant may rticle 8 of the Covenant, under which
be strengthened. I would again remind you, ee to exchange full and frank, of te g e members agree to exchange full and frank
however, of the guarantees iwhich thes information as to the scale of their arma-Covenant already contains in this respect military, naval and airments and their military, naval and airand of the obligations which the Members of
the League have assumed for this purpose. programmes. The Netherlands delegation,h t rig t reir rs as a whole-hearted supporter of the direct

7\^ ^ ^L^ ^ Mre duction of the forces of every arm, isto fulfil the oi reduction of thoe obligatiforces of every arm, ithe todos, p d ta of the opinion that, until that end can be
expect them to do so, provided that the would constitute a
other clauses of the Covenant do not remain acieved, publi l 

sr^ 4 valuable means of eliminating mistrusta dead letter. If, however, the confidence bw the peoplend hus reducing np^^^^r en p1iah rp n of ebetween the peoples and thus reducing thenecessary to enable the general reduction of ces conflicts. We must not forget
armaments to be effected, as prescribed by l stmutn ethat lack of publicity, by stimulating theArticle 8 of the Covenant, is lacking, we ppagation o false news concerning theare muh fridthtn eptropagation of false news concerning theare much afraid that any attempt toare mch afraid that any attempt to armaments of other nations, forms a power-strengthen the means of international coercion fl ar to mor disarmment which ir
will come to grief on the same obstacle. f a cdiion of m riin itself an essential condition of material

disarmament.
The execution in toto of Article 8 of the The Netherlands delegation noted with

Covenant must always form our starting- regret that the principle of publicity encoun-
point. In the Netherlands delegation's tered somewhat keen resistance in the
opinion, reduction will have to apply both Preparatory Commission, so that it can
to armed forces on a war footing and to only be put into practice to a very limited
those on a peace footing; in other words, extent. My delegation hopes that the
it must apply to the whole of the immedi- Conference may lend it the support
ately mobilisable armed forces of the State. which would render possible a more satis-

factory solution.
Armaments reduction must relate notIn this connection, the Netherlands dele- ants ution ust e tonly to the quantity but also to the qualitygation, which is fully in agreement with the o W ut t to bri ouof armaments. We must try to bring aboutfirst delegate of Sweden, regrets that the asoute p tn ot crtin ithe absolute prohibition of certain imple-draft Convention drawn up by the Prepara- es o ar ore one speaker on

tory Commission places no restriction on this platform has already put forward
the effectives intended to reinforce thete effectives intended to reinforce the suggestions in the matter. The Conference
peace effectives of land forces for the purpose should, in my view, consider cefully whatshould, in my view, consider carefully whatof placing them on a war footing. arms shall be not merely reduced in number

but absolutely prohibited. The arms to
Article 8 provides for the restriction of which I refer are those particularly suited

national armaments to the lowest point to aggressive purposes, even arms designed
consistent with national safety, and primarily for defence but exceptionally
the enforcement by common action of destructive in their effects.
international obligations. According to the I realise that such a prohibition of
second paragraph of the article, the Council, certain arms might have on the national
when preparing plans for reduction, will take defences of one country an effect quite
into account the various factors determining different from that resulting in the case
the amount of armaments necessary for the of another country. The method in question,
safety of the several States. The Netherlands which has not yet been studied in all its
delegation considers that the conclusion of bearings, calls for most careful examination.
treaties of mutual assistance by a small Moreover, if the Conference could succeed
number of States is liable to conflict with in bringing about the adoption of such a


